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BY JAZMINE WOODBERRY
Big brick and mortar one-stop shops con-
tinue to beat out conventional gas sta-
tions, just as Costco is where North
Americans prefer to fill their gas tanks,
according to a study by Market Force In-
formation; this study ranked Costco at
the top spot in 2012 as well. The survey
had 53 chains amongst its ranks—and al-
though Shell at first claimed the most
votes with its more than 10,000 North
American locations, Costco raked in the

highest number of votes per locale.
But the availability of motor fuels re-

mains central to the American economy,
and convenience stores still sell 80 percent
of each year’s gasoline—selling $486.9
billion of fuel in 2011, or more than 71
percent of the c-store channels revenues.

So what does this mean for the smaller
shops trying to ramp up fuel marketing
initiatives in the face of giants swiping

Convenience Channel
Experiencing Above 
Average Growth

Consumers Shop 
Convenience Stores
Like Supermarkets

The convenience store channel has 
long been a destination for immediate
consumption purchases. However, the
channel is undergoing a bit of a meta-
morphosis these days. Competition is
heating up as convenience stores are pit-
ted against other channels, particularly
dollar and drug channels, for share of
spending. In addition, two major
sources of revenue and trip behavior for
convenience stores, gasoline and ciga-
rettes, are facing their own challenges
with high prices, increased taxes, and,
for cigarettes, changes in consumers’
lifestyles. Information Resources, Inc.’s
(IRI) latest Times & Trends report,
“Convenience Stores: Keep the Core;

Continued on Page 12
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Continued on Page 9Continued on Page 11

Nearly a quarter of people reportedly shop
in convenience stores more or as fre-
quently as they do grocery stores and su-
permarkets, according to a recent survey. 

In an effort to understand how the con-
sumer shops in convenience stores, a re-
cent survey of 1,000 men and women
across the U.S. was conducted by Social
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BY JAZMINE WOODBERRY
It’s not all hot dogs and slushy drinks any-
more—and Heartland Payment Systems is
meeting the demand.

The trend of diverse prepared food op-
tions has continued to grow as lives get
busier and time to cook dips lower. But
one unlikely reflection of this change is in
the diversity that consumers are finding—
and demanding from—their local conven-
ience stores. But pressures of time,
convenience, money, and freshness all
play into the c-store foodservice market—
and with close to 60 percent of people
shopping in convenience stores at least
once a week the place for fresher foodser-
vice options is growing in importance.

The pressures that restaurants felt trick-
led down to fast food restaurants and now
to convenience stores, where customers
are asking for different and better options.
And with that comes the pressure to keep
those foods fresh like the restaurants do.
Heartland Payment Systems is meeting
that demand with the SmartLink Food
Monitoring Safety program. 

“SmartLink is a cloud-based temperature

SmartLink Helps 
Facilitate Diverse 
C-Store Foodservice
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QuikTrip is where consumers prefer to
stop for gasoline, food, and other conven-
iences, according to an April 2013 study
by Market Force Information provided to
CSP Daily News. QuikTrip was voted the
most popular convenience store chain
among the more than 7,600 study partici-
pants, followed by Wawa, RaceTrac,
Speedway and ARCO/ampm.

The study was designed to uncover
which c-store chains consumers fre-
quent the most, as well as why they pre-
fer one to another. Market Force first
calculated the favorites based on total
votes, and then factored in the number
of locations for each chain for a
weighted view of the results.

Of the 45 chains studied, 7-Eleven and
Shell initially amassed the highest number
of votes, which can be attributed to the fact
that they have more than 10,000 locations
in North America; however, when viewed
as a calculation of votes per location,
Tulsa, Okla.-based QuikTrip ranked first.

Great Customer Experience 
is King in Convenience
Market Force found that consumers
place a high value on the customer ex-
perience—from appearance to ameni-
ties—when visiting a c-store. Store
cleanliness, in particular, plays an im-
portant role in their decision about
where to stop and shop. When asked
what they like most about their favorite
c-store chain, consumers named clean-
liness more than any other factor.
Friendly service ranked second, ameni-
ties ranked third, coffee quality was

fourth and great service was fifth.
“The top-five factors relate to funda-

mental customer experience, and that’s no
surprise to the best players in the industry,”
said Janet Eden-Harris, Chief Marketing
Officer for Market Force. “Convenience
store customers are on the go and in a
hurry, but they will proactively drive to a
store that provides a pleasant environment-
-clean, friendly, great food and service.
The payoff for convenience store operators
is that consumers shop longer and spend
more. If stores can excel in these areas,
they’ll see customers make a point to re-
turn again and again.”

QuikTrip and Wawa Dominate 
in Factors That Matter Most 
Market Force also wanted to find out how
the chains fared in the areas that matter
most to consumers, and what drives them
to frequent one c-store over another. When
it calculated the top chains according to at-
tributes such as cleanliness, amenities and
atmosphere, QuikTrip and Wawa domi-
nated across the board, ranking first and
second in every category.

Overall favorite QuikTrip, which in-
vests in its employees and institutes cre-
ative customer service techniques, was
the clear leader in the friendliness and
great service categories. It also ranked
first for cleanliness, amenities and at-
mosphere. Wawa was lauded for the
quality of its coffee, and RaceTrac per-
formed consistently well in all of the at-
tributes, securing a third-place spot in
four of the six categories. Speedway,
ExxonMobil and Casey’s General

Stores also outperformed many of the
other chains studied in these key areas.

“QuikTrip has done an exceptional job
differentiating itself in customer service.
Its focus on delivering a welcoming and
efficient customer experience led it to
stand out in satisfaction-driven cate-
gories including friendly associates and
great service,” Eden-Harris said. “Given
its success in these areas, it was little sur-
prise to see QuikTrip claim the title of
most popular convenience store chain.”

Food Factor
Prepared and fast-food sales are steadily
increasing in c-stores across the United
States and Canada, and store operators
are taking note by expanding their food
and seating options. In addition, product
selection and pricing are growing in im-
portance and present a sizeable opportu-
nity for store operators to stand apart
from the pack.

When Market Force looked at food and
product attributes for the top-rated c-store
chains, QuikTrip and Wawa ranked first
and second in nearly every category, with
Wawa only dropping in promotions.
Speedtrac took the top spot in promotions
with 36 percent, followed by QuikTrip
with 35 percent, RaceTrac with 26 percent
and Wawa with 22 percent.

QuikTrip was a clear leader in merchan-
dise selection (48 percent) and in and mer-
chandise prices (35 percent). It slightly
edged out Wawa in food quality and fell
second to Wawa in food selection.

Casey’s General Store and RaceTrac
performed consistently well in most cate-

gories, with RaceTrac placing in the top
five across the board. ExxonMobil made a
showing in the merchandise prices cate-
gory and BP for promotions.

Customers Willing 
to Seek Out Preferred Brand
More than a quarter of consumers are
willing to drive past competitors to shop
at their favorite c-store brand, and 17
percent said that they always choose
their favorite brand over other competi-
tive brands, even if the competitor’s
price is a little lower. This is all espe-
cially true for QuikTrip, Wawa, Speed-
way, RaceTrac and ARCO/ampm. And
48 percent of survey respondents said
they would drive past a competitor to
shop at QuikTrip, 46 percent said they
would do so for Wawa, 35 percent for
Speedway, 34 percent for RaceTrac and
28 percent for ARCO/ampm.

Market Force conducted the survey in
April 2013 across the United States and
Canada. The pool of 7,633 respondents re-
flected a broad spectrum of income levels,
with 60 percent reporting household in-
comes of more than $50,000 a year. Re-
spondents’ ages ranged from 18 to more
than 65. Approximately 52 percent were
men and 48 percent were women, and
nearly half have children at home.

Boulder, Colo.-based Market Force is a
global customer intelligence solutions
company for multi-location businesses, in-
cluding major retailers, restaurants, gro-
cery and c-stores, financial institutions,
entertainment studios and consumer pack-
aged goods (CPG) companies. n

QuikTrip Tops C-Store Popularity Survey

The acquisition increases 7-Eleven’s store
count in the Carolinas to more than 100
and follows the acquisition of 55 Sam’s
Mart and 13 Fast Track stores
that closed in 2012.

“7-Eleven® is committed
to building its presence in the
Carolinas and bringing our
proprietary products to the
acquired Hickory Point and
Palms locations as the stores
are converted to the 7-Eleven brand,” said
Stan Reynolds, 7-Eleven Executive Vice
President and CFO.

Besides favorites like Slurpee and Big
Gulp® drinks, coffee and Big Bite® hot
dogs, consumers eventually will see 7-
Eleven stores’ proprietary foods like hot
pizza, chicken wings and tenders, mini-
tacos, fresh-made sandwiches and salads,
fresh baked goods, and hundreds of 7-
Eleven’s award-winning 7-Select private-

brand items as store conversions get un-
derway.

7-Eleven has offered employment to ex-
isting store personnel. The com-
pany will also eventually provide
business opportunities to local en-
trepreneurs who would like to op-
erate a 7-Eleven franchise.

The acquisition is part of the
world’s largest convenience re-
tailer’s accelerated growth plan. 7-

Eleven opened or acquired more than
1,000 stores in the U.S. and Canada in
2012 and added almost 4,900 worldwide.

CB Mart, Inc. was advised by Robert L.
Valentine of Trefethen Advisors, LLC.
Marvin Quattlebaum and Frank Williams
of Smith Moore Leatherwood LLP served
as legal counsel to CB Mart, Inc. for this
transaction.

Find out more online at www
.7-eleven.com. n

7-Eleven Acquires 46 Hickory 
Point and Palms Stores from 
CB Mart, Inc. in South Carolina LOGIC Technology, makers of premium

electronic cigarettes, outperformed all
other e-cigarettes in sales per point of dis-
tribution, according to Nielsen’s Brand
Rank Report. As more major tobacco com-
panies continue to enter the e-cigarette
space, this report reinforced that LOGIC
outsells its competition and remains the
category leader.

Based on sales from convenience stores
across the United States, the Nielsen
Brand Rank Report showed that LOGIC’s
Black Label was the most preferred for the
electronic cigarette category. In addition to
the Black Label’s success, LOGIC’s Plat-
inum Label was the second highest selling
electronic cigarette.

“LOGIC has experienced solid, contin-
uous growth over the past few years and
we are delighted to have the Nielsen Re-
ports validate what we already know – that
LOGIC is No. 1 among Americans.
LOGIC offers a smarter alternative to tra-
ditional cigarettes and it is great to see that

smokers across the US are converting and
choosing a quality product,” said Eli
Alelov, CEO of LOGIC Technology. “This
is another milestone for our company and
we are thrilled with the success of LOGIC
across the country, and compared to other
brands.”

The electronic cigarette industry is rap-
idly growing and was recently reported to
support revenues reaching $500 million.
LOGIC’s superior product and innovation
have contributed to its tremendous sales
growth, rising 600 percent in 2012. In ad-
dition, the total sales for Q1 2013 outper-
formed total sales in 2012. According to
the Nielsen Report, LOGIC was the num-
ber one selling electronic cigarette in the
Northeast and entire Southern region.

LOGIC e-cigarettes are available in dis-
posable and rechargeable versions and can
be purchased at convenience stores nation-
wide as well as on the company’s web site.
For more information about LOGIC Tech-
nology, visit www.logicecig.com. n

LOGIC E-Cigs Ranked No.1 
in US Convenience Stores
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BP Launches First
Brand-Wide Fuel 
Loyalty Program: 
BP Driver Rewards

BP Products North America, Inc.’s new
fuel loyalty program BP Driver Rewards
offers consumers a smarter way to save
money on quality gasoline. Now available
at participating BP stations, the program
features a free loyalty card that rewards
customers with savings on fuel by simply
filling up with any grade of BP gasoline
with Invigorate or BP Diesel. Rewards can
be earned and conveniently redeemed di-
rectly at the pump, without requiring ad-
ditional purchases at other retailers.

“BP has long offered valuable credit
card rewards programs with the BP Visa®.
Today we’re eager to complement our
credit card offer with our first major non-
payment loyalty program—BP Driver Re-
wards,” said Amy Abraham, BP’s Vice
President of Marketing. “This first-of-its-
kind BP loyalty program provides all driv-
ers with a compelling new way to save on
the quality gasoline they know and trust to
care for their vehicles.”

The BP Driver Rewards program allows
BP customers to earn a five cents off per
gallon reward for every 20 gallons pur-
chased over at least two fill-ups. Rewards
accumulate automatically and may be re-
deemed as quickly as one hour from being
earned without the wait for monthly state-
ments like many loyalty programs.

Cents-per-gallon rewards are continu-
ally stacked as they’re earned, allowing
customers to earn larger rewards subject to
reward expiration. Reward redemption is
simple and occurs directly at the pump at
participating BP stations. Customers may
swipe their BP Driver Rewards card to be
prompted with the option to apply avail-
able cents-per-gallon rewards towards
their fuel purchase, giving them the ability
to instantly save at the pump. Program re-
wards may be redeemed towards a single
fill-up up to 20 gallons, for a period of 90
days following the month in which they
were earned.

Consumers may join the BP Driver Re-
wards loyalty program by picking up a
brochure with an affixed loyalty card at
participating BP sites and registering it on-
line at bpdriverrewards.com. Consumers
may also register online and request to
have a card sent to them by mail. Program
enrollment is free and requires no credit
approval to participate. As an introductory
offer, new program registrants will receive
a reward of 10-cents off per gallon, which
is available instantly and may be used to-
wards a future fill-up up to 20 gallons sub-
ject to expiration. 

For more information about BP Driver
Rewards or to request a loyalty card, visit
bpdriverrewards.com. n

CST Brands hosted a grand opening today
for its largest Corner Store to date, and
store number 1,033 in the U.S. network, in
Three Rivers, Texas, a bustling agricul-
tural and oil field community in the heart
of the Eagle Ford Shale. 

At 10,100 square feet, the Travel Cen-
ter features a Subway, indoor and out-
door dining, extra-large restrooms, two
ATMs and a beer cave. Additionally, the
store has E85 fuel, 10 gasoline dis-
pensers and six high-speed diesel dis-
pensers as well as ample parking for big
rig trucks, cars and motorcycles. 

The new Corner Store will be a wel-
come pit stop between San Antonio and
Corpus Christi, breaking up a long
stretch of empty highway and providing
a much-needed respite for travelers and
oil industry workers to fuel up on food,
drinks and gasoline. 

“The demand for a store in this area is
huge,” said Kim Bowers, President and
CEO of CST Brands. “Oil field workers
often come to Corner Store three times a
day to grab kolaches and coffee for break-
fast, a sandwich for lunch and a beverage
on the way home. At CST, we are all about
making people’s lives easier.”

Jim Huff, Live Oak County Judge, said
the new Corner Store sits on Texas 72, a
main artery for economic activity related
to the Eagle Ford shale play. 

“The Eagle Ford Shale is transform-
ing South Texas and providing many
challenges in its path. Traffic, roads,
housing and convenience services are in
great demand,” Huff said. “The new

Corner Store helps meet those demands
and provides employment in a sustain-
able business.” 

The store offers a broad array of con-
venience merchandise, beverages,
snacks and fresh food, as well as Corner
Store’s own signa-
ture items, including
kolaches, whoopie
pies, cookies and
donuts baked fresh in
the store, breakfast
tacos with home-
made tortillas,
grilled sausages and
all-beef hot dogs
with white or wheat
buns, fresh-cut fruit
and salads. 

In addition to Fresh
Choices baked and
packaged goods, the
store will carry U Force energy and 
sport drinks, Cibolo Mountain coffee, FC
bottled soda, Flavors2Go fountain drinks
and Icees. 

Donald Hunt, a six-month Team Mem-
ber with CST, will serve as store manager.
The Three Rivers location is CST’s 627th
store in Texas.

Hunt expects the store to create 50 ad-
ditional jobs in the region and is still hiring
for a number of positions. 

With nearly 1,900 sites in the United
States and Canada and $13.1 billion in rev-
enues last year, CST is the second-largest
publicly-traded fuel and convenience mer-
chandise retailer in North America. 

In the U.S., CST’s Corner Stores sell
Valero fuels and a line of 185 signature
products. In Canada, CST is the exclusive
provider of Ultramar fuels and its Dépan-
neur du Coin and Corner Stores sell signa-
ture Transit Café coffee and pastries.

In the coming year, CST plans to
build 15 brand new stores in the U.S.,
adding to its network of 1,033 stores
throughout Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas,
Oklahoma, New Mexico, Colorado,
Wyoming, Arizona and California.
More than half of CST’s U.S. stores are
located in Texas, one of the fastest-
growing states in the nation. 

CST plans to focus on building new,
larger stores with ample parking, color-
ful and spacious design, and a wider va-
riety of food options. In 2012, CST sold
more than 4 million kolaches and 1.3
million whoopie pies baked fresh in its
U.S. stores. n

More Than 10,000 Square-Foot 
Corner Store Opens in the Heart of Texas

New sweet and savory snacks are coming
to Corner Stores this summer, as the
menu of fresh-made items continues to
expand. Corner Store’s new German
Chocolate Whoopie Pie and Eckrich®

Applewood Smoked Sausage with Mon-
terey Cheese will round out a growing
selection of fresh and flavorful items
customers can expect to find.

“With families headed out on road
trips this summer, we wanted to kick up
our offerings and add more complex fla-
vors to some of our customers’ favorite
snacks,” said Hal Adams, Senior Vice
President and Chief Marketing Officer
for CST Brands, Corner Store’s parent
company. “This fits right in with our
strategic plans to continue to increase our
fresh offerings.”

Propelled by the popularity of its
fresh-baked line of whoopie pies, Corner
Store introduced the German Chocolate
flavor after it won a taste test at a man-
ager’s trade show. It’s perfect for on-the-
go snacking and features classic pecan
coconut filling sandwiched between two

slices of moist, warm-from-the-oven
chocolate cake.

Also, through an exclusive partnership
with Eckrich, customers will find new Ap-
plewood Smoked Sausage with Monterey
Cheese on Corner Store roller grills. As one
of the nation’s most recognized purveyors
of smoked meats, Eckrich is known for
quality and flavor, which Corner Store cus-
tomers appreciate. 

“Sweet and spicy is a very popular com-
bination right now,” Adams said. “The Ap-
plewood lends a nice sweetness that works
beautifully with the peppery heat from the
Monterey cheese.” 

The German Chocolate Whoopie Pie will
retail for $.99 each or 3 for $2.49; the Eck-
rich Applewood Smoked Sausage with
Monterey Cheese will retail for $1.59 each
($1.39 in Arizona) or two for $2. Both items
are available for a limited time while sup-
plies last.

Corner Store introduced chocolate and
vanilla whoopie pies two years ago under
its signature Fresh Choices label. Baked
fresh in the store, they were an immediate

hit with customers, who bought more than
1.3 million of the pies in 2012 alone.

Other Fresh Choices items baked fresh in
Corner Store kitchens include kolaches
made with sweet bread, cookies, donuts and
breakfast tacos on homemade tortillas. 

On the roller grill, Corner Store offers
a variety of signature-label all-beef hot
dogs and sausages on white or wheat
buns, dressed up with a selection of fresh
condiments and free chili and cheese.
The Eckrich Applewood Smoked
Sausage with Monterey Cheese is a per-
fect addition for customers craving
something more exotic than a good old-
fashioned hot dog. 

In addition to Fresh Choices baked and
packaged goods, the Corner Stores carry 
U Force energy and sport drinks, Cibolo
Mountain coffee, FC bottled soda, 
Flavors2Go fountain drinks and ICEES.

To learn more about Corner Store
stores, CST brands, and career opportu-
nities in the United States, go to corner
store4u.com or download the free mobile
Corner Store app. n

Corner Store Adds to Fresh Food Lineup with New Summer Snacks 
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Classic Foods takes pride in authenticity,
especially when it comes to traditional
Mexican cooking. The Risi Papas Caseras
family of brands brings together the heart-
land of Mexico’s cuisine using a variety of
mouth-watering indigenous chilies from
Mexico in four unique flavors. Risi® ket-
tle chips translates to “Papas Caseras”
golden home-made potato chips that are
slow cooked for a satisfying crunch. It is
seasoned with unique ingredients of au-
thentic Mexican chilies: Habanero, Ser-
rano or Adobadas. 

These spice combinations of sweet,
tangy, zesty or fiery delivers bold and sa-
vory tastes in every bag.

There are four varieties to try:
Con Salsa: These lightly salted chips

contain a packet of spicy and savory La
Guacamaya® hot sauce giving you the op-
tion to spice things up with one of Mex-
ico’s tastiest sauce.
Habanero: The Habanero is one of the

hottest chili peppers one can find. True to
their name, these chips offer a fiery and
zesty flavor that is sure to test the taste
buds of even the most seasoned lovers of
spicy foods.
Adobadas:Adobadas chips are flavored

with Mexico’s famous red chili marinade.

It satisfies the hunger cravings with its
zesty and sweet taste.
Serrano: The spicy and tangy Mexican

chili flavor creates a mouth-watering sen-
sation that will make the tongue curl and
ask for more.

According to Packaged Facts, “The U.S.
population of Hispanics will grow from
16 percent to 20 percent by 2015 and
one out of every three people in the U.S.
will be Hispanic. Hispanic foods appeal
to a wide variety of consumers, from
Spanish-only speakers to multicultural
consumers. Overall, the U.S. market for
Hispanic food and beverages has ex-
ceeded $8 billion this year and is pro-
jected sales will approach $11 billion in
2017.” And according to Facts Figures
and Future, “Hispanics are more likely
than non-Hispanics to incorporate
snacks throughout the day—by a 23 per-
cent to 15 percent margin.”

The Risi Papas Caseras line is a vari-
ety of hot combinations of sweet, tangy,
zesty or fiery tastes. This great line of
chips will be available on both sides of
the border February 2013 and has bilin-
gual packaging compliant with both
American and Mexican laws. A 5 oz.
bag retails for $2.49. n

Risi’s Papas Caseras Flavorful
Chili-Style Kettle Chips

Pilot Flying J is on track to offer diesel ex-
haust fluid (DEF) at the pump at nearly
every diesel lane at the company’s travel
centers and travel plazas across the U.S.
by October.

Pilot Flying J’s network of DEF at the
pump had reached 3,000 lanes nationwide.
Moving toward the goal of offering the
convenience of DEF at the pump at a vast
majority of all diesel lanes by fall of this
year, the availability has increased to 3,407
lanes across 404 store locations.

“If we can find a way to save drivers
time and hassle, it’s well worth the invest-
ment,” said Pilot Flying J CEO Jimmy
Haslam, whose company has spent $165
million to date in expanding its network of
DEF at the pump. “Professional drivers
keep this country moving, and it’s our job
to give them the tools they need to refuel
quickly and get back on the road. This is a
direct investment in making life better for
America’s drivers.”

Pilot Flying J first started offering DEF
at the pump in 2009 and was the first re-
tailer to do so. The company now offers
more than twice as many lanes with DEF
at the pump than its closest competitor. A
full list of locations with DEF at the pump
is available at www.pilotflyingj.com.

“The Pilot Flying J family of employees

is really excited about offering this con-
venience to drivers whenever they stop at
one of our stores,” Haslam said. “And for
drivers who are taking a break, we invite
them to come inside and enjoy our remod-
eled showers, our expanding network of
renovated drivers’ lounges, and our food
and beverage selection. We’ve got pre-
mium coffee, hot breakfasts, hearty soups,
fresh salads and sandwiches—something
to hit the spot for any appetite.’

DEF is a nontoxic solution used in ve-
hicles with Selective Catalytic Reduction
(SCR) systems to reduce levels of NOx
emissions. Diesel engines purchased after
Jan. 1, 2010, require the use of DEF in ve-
hicles using SCR technology to reduce
emissions and meet the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) 2010 tailpipe
standards.

DEF at the pump allows drivers to dis-
pense the fluid conveniently from the fuel
island into the DEF tank of their truck or
vehicle. In addition to the convenience of
DEF at the pump, all Pilot Flying J loca-
tions sell DEF in one-gallon and 2.5-gal-
lon containers.

By October, all but seven locations
within the Pilot Flying J network of more
than 650 travel centers and travel plazas
nationwide will offer DEF at the pump. n

Pilot Flying J Adds Diesel 
To More Locations

CROSSMARK, a leading sales and mar-
keting services company, announced the
appointment of Jim Rose as President –
Marketing Services. CROSSMARK CEO
Joe Crafton previously had been leading
this growth area.

As the largest in-store marketing serv-
ices company in North America, the addi-
tion of Rose to the leadership team at
CROSSMARK is a significant move that
bolsters the company’s strong position and
expertise in marketing services.

“We are excited to have Jim join our
team to lead the further development and
integration of marketing services that de-
liver value and growth for our clients,”
Crafton said. 

CROSSMARK drives profitable brand
growth for clients through its portfolio of
marketing services that include in-store
events, experiential marketing, shopper
marketing, consumer engagement, and
field intelligence. Rose will oversee these
services and is charged with expanding ca-
pabilities to benefit the company’s busi-
ness partners.

Rose brings marketing thought leader-

ship and a world-class discipline in creat-
ing strategies and ROI-driven solutions
that drive brand activation and consumer
engagement. This includes specialized ex-
pertise in the areas of data analytics, in-
sights, shopper engagement and
experiential marketing, as well as digital
and social media.

Prior to joining CROSSMARK, Rose
was Chairman and CEO of Mosaic Sales
Solutions based in Irving, Texas, where he
significantly grew the business by imple-
menting value-added solutions for clients.
He also held leadership positions at The
Nielsen Company both in the U.S. and Eu-
rope, and MPG (Media Planning Group,
part of Havas Worldwide, a global adver-
tising and communications company). In
addition, Rose led QXLricardo, a large
publically traded e-commerce and digital
company headquartered in London. He
began his career as a consultant at Deloitte
based in Chicago and received a master’s
in business administration from the Kel-
logg School of Management at Northwest-
ern University.

“Jim is the right person to lead the con-

tinued expansion and ef-
fectiveness of marketing
services at CROSS-
MARK,” Crafton said.
“He brings an excep-
tional track record of
client success stories and
a wealth of practical knowledge, as well as
strong leadership and an innovative vision
for the future, for us and our clients.”

For more than 100 years, CROSS-
MARK has helped the most powerful
brands in the world achieve their business
objectives. Expertise encompasses the
areas of Headquarter Sales, Retail Mer-
chandising, Retailer Solutions, In-Store
Events, Experiential Marketing, Shopper
Marketing, Consumer Engagement, In-
Store Data Collection & Field Intelligence,
Retail Analytics, and Retail Technology
Solutions. Headquartered in Plano, Texas,
CROSSMARK employs more than 34,000
associates worldwide with 47 offices
throughout the U.S., Canada, Mexico,
Australia and New Zealand.

For more information go to www
.crossmark.com. n

CROSSMARK Names Jim Rose New President 
of Marketing Services to Lead Acceleration 
and Expansion of Marketing-Driven Solutions



Lil’ Drug Store Products, Inc., a top sup-
plier of global consumer products, has
named CCB Packaging of Hiawatha,
Iowa, as its 2012 Supplier of the Year. The
award recognizes CCB for its excellence
in fulfilling four critical expectations: solid
cost value, exceptional product quality,
outstanding customer service and strong
positive impact on LDSP’s business.

LDSP is the No. 1 supplier of Health
and Beauty Care products to convenience
retailers, distributing 250-plus products to
convenience stores, airports, and hotels na-
tionwide. Since 2009, CCB Packaging’s
210,000 square foot facility, located near
LDSP’s Cedar Rapids headquarters, has
annually packaged the cartons of LDSP’s
over-the-counter pain, allergy, and cold
symptom relievers. The cartons contain
millions of single-, multi- and triple-prod-

uct doses per year, which LDSP provides
to convenience stores in conveniently
sized personal-use packets. Additionally,
CCB provides secondary packaging of
several products within LDSP’s Consumer
Health Care products.

“We work with great suppliers across
the world, ranging in size from large multi-
national companies to small family opera-
tions, and in 2012 no one surpassed CCB’s
commitment to reliably supplying the
highest quality packaging and outstanding
service—a commitment enhanced by the
fact that they are located virtually in our
own backyard,” said Don Chizek, LDSP
Vice President of Operations. “Our com-
pany pioneered the use of convenience-
sized packaging for non-prescription drug
products made by some of the world’s
most respected companies, and CCB’s

state-of-the-art packaging technology of-
fers high speed and accuracy in assem-
bling cartons of our products for shipment.
Their quality and efficiency benefit both
retailers and consumers.”

“CCB Packaging is grateful for this
recognition from Lil’ Drug Store Products,
which validates the long-term partnership
that our companies formed four years
ago,” said Brad Canfield, President of
CCB Packaging. “We have invested in the
most advanced robotic technology to se-
lect and assemble product cartons accu-
rately, and are proud of our contribution to
LDSP’s leadership in reliably supplying
retailers in 33 countries worldwide.”

Both CCB and LDSP are quality lead-
ers in their fields. CCB has numerous
quality certifications, is FDA-approved
for handling medical devices and food,

and uses an integrated WMS Inventory
Tracking System with lot code trace-
ability for logistics accuracy. Lil’ Drug
Store Products has International Organ-
ization for Standardization (ISO) Certi-
fication in medical devices and quality
management systems, and was a pioneer
in using barcodes in its convenience-
sized packaging.

“LDSP’s continued product packaging
innovation is shown by our ‘2012 Best
New Products Award for our ‘EZ OTC’
convenience-size over-the-counter drug
packages,” Chizek added. “The capabili-
ties of CCB Packaging are a perfect fit
with our distribution strengths and product
leadership, and we look forward to contin-
ued successful partnership with them as
they meet our packaging needs for years
to come.” n
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Lil’ Drug Store Products Names 
CCB Packaging 2012 Supplier of the Year

Coors Light® is on a mission to get legal-
drinking age consumers choosing the
“World’s Most Refreshing Beer.”

It all starts with the latest packaging in-
novation from Coors Light: the World’s
Most Refreshing Can™, with a smoother
pour thanks to a new double-vented wide
mouth. The new can also features past in-
novations such as the Frost Brew® liner,
cold-activated mountains and two stage
cold indicators.

The “Most Refreshing Summer” adds a
unique delivery method, starting next
week. Coors Light Refresherators, custom
vending machines specially designed to
ensure the World’s Most Refreshing Can
is only the push-of-a-button away, will be
available as part of a national sweepstakes
and through local text-to-win promotions.
Visit www.CoorsLight.com/refresh or par-
ticipating retailers for official rules and de-
tails on how to enter.

“This summer, our goal is to refresh the
most people and we’re going to do that in
a variety of ways,” said Sarah Ross, Senior
Director of Marketing for the Coors Fam-
ily of Brands. “But if we really want to
show we’re serious about this, what better
way than to hand-deliver the new cans?
That’s where our Coors Light Explorers
come in. People love them in the Coors
Light ads, and now they are going to ex-
treme lengths to deliver the World’s Most

Refreshing Can to beer drinkers through-
out the country.”

You may have seen them traveling to the
ends of the earth to deliver refreshment as
cold as the Rockies in commercials, or
more recently in a YouTube video surpris-
ing a group of Miami pool party-goers.
Throughout the summer, these committed
mountain men and women will be popping
up in cities and bars near you, delivering
the World’s Most Refreshing Can. n

Coors Light Mixes Adventure, Science, and 
Beer To Launch The World’s Most Refreshing Can

Wilbur Curtis has developed a revolution-
ary way to keep decanters ready to serve
freshly brewed coffee. The
FreshTrac™ digital freshness in-
dicator, available only on Curtis
Alpha™ GT brewers, utilizes a
flashing, visual indicator that
tracks the freshness of coffee
right from the point of brewing.
It alerts the operator when coffee
is no longer at its peak of fresh-
ness and a new brew is needed.

FreshTrac starts timing at the
moment the brew cycle begins.
Freshness settings, which can
range from 10 to 120 minutes,
are transmitted to the FreshTrac
receiver that conveniently snaps on to any
Curtis decanter handle. Once the desired
freshness time has expired, the FreshTrac

indicator will begin flashing red every five
seconds until a new pot of coffee is brewed.

Fully automatic and dishwasher safe,
FreshTrac’s silent, visual alarm pro-
vides a simple, intuitive way to track
coffee’s freshness.

A leader in the foodservice indus-
try for more than 70 years, the Wilbur
Curtis Company is a premier manu-
facturer of state-of-the-art coffee and
tea brewing equipment, including the
world-renowned Gemini® rewing
Systems, Primo Cappuccino™ and
the new Curtis Gold Cup™ single
cup coffee brewer.

For more information, please con-
tact the Wilbur Curtis Company,

6913 Acco Street, Montebello, CA 90640.
Toll-free 800.421.6150, or just head to
www.wilburcurtis.com. n

It’s Always Time For Freshly Brewed
Coffee with the Curtis FreshTrac
Digital Freshness Indicator

KSS Fuels is pleased to announce the
launch of a new mobile solution for its
flagship retail fuels pricing application.
Beginning in July users will be able to
price anytime, anywhere, in minutes using
smartphones or tablets. The company will
be previewing the new application at up-
coming industry shows.

The new mobile capability utilizes
smartphones and tablets to collect fuel
price surveys, generate pump prices and
analyze site performance with full integra-
tion to point-of-sale systems and electronic
pole signs. Running on Apple iOS or An-
droid, the app verifies competitor fuel
price surveys by logging the current loca-
tion of the user and by uploading photos
of the price sign and/or pump price dis-
plays, thereby ensuring prices are estab-
lished using accurate competitor data. The

app is easy to use with map-based visual-
izations of local markets allowing users to
access the data they need for immediate re-
action to market changes and competitor
price moves.

“The most important aspect of fuels pric-
ing is to react quickly to changes in the mar-
ket whether that be competitor price moves,
cost changes or other reasons. Our new mo-
bile fuels pricing capability will allow pe-
troleum retailers to react within minutes
from the survey to the pump, anytime any-
where, in the office or on the road, using a
smartphone or tablet. This new capability is
the first phase of a new generation of pric-
ing and planning solutions that we will be
launching in September,” stated Bob Stein,
president and CEO of KSS Fuels.

For more information about KSS Fuels,
please visit  www.kssfuels.com. n

KSS Fuels Announces 
New Generation Mobile 
Fuels Pricing Capability
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Popcorn company 479° is changing the
way you think about popcorn – again.
The company has expanded its product
line with new savory and sweet flavors
made from premium, high-quality ingre-
dients. New savory flavors include
Creamery Butter, Seaweed + Toasted
Sesame, Farmers Market Herbs, and
Heirloom Popcorn + Sea Salt. New sweet
flavors include Toasted Coconut
Caramel, Pumpkin Pecan Praline and
Chipotle Caramel + Pumpkin Seeds. All
products feature 479°’s signature air-
popped popcorn, made from organic,
non-GMO heirloom popcorn and com-
bined with the company’s unique, impos-
sible-to-resist flavors. 

479° continues its tradition of producing
a sustainable product you can feel good

about eating. All 479° products are gluten-
free, non-GMO, contain no trans fats, and
are low in calories. The company hand-
picks ingredients from suppliers commit-
ted to sustainability, food safety, and
ethical business practices. Whenever pos-
sible, 479° sources ingredients from local
family farms. The big, beautifully de-
signed bags reflect the quality of the prod-
uct inside, keeping the popcorn fresh and
crisp – for a high-quality snack you can
reach for anytime. The new products will
be available starting in May at select re-
tailers. 

479° Savory Flavors include: Cream-
ery Butter, heirloom popcorn tossed in
rich, creamery butter and sprinkled with
sea salt; Heirloom Popcorn + Sea Salt,
fluffy, air-popped popcorn lightly sprin-

kled with sea salt; White Cheddar +
Black Truffle, aged white cheddar with
a drizzle of aromatic black truffle oil;
and Farmers Market Herbs which will
be available in the fall of this year, a sa-
vory blend of fresh garden herbs, spices
and sea salt. 

479° Sweet Flavors include Toasted Co-
conut Caramel, smooth, buttery caramel
tossed with flakes of toasted coconut; Sea
Salt Caramel, light, crunchy caramel sprin-
kled with delicate flakes of sea salt; and
Chipotle Caramel + Pumpkin Seeds, rich,
dark caramel spiked with cinnamon,
chipotle chili, and pumpkin seeds.

479° Holiday Flavors range from Pump-
kin Pecan Praline, which will be available
in the fall of 2013, featuring smooth,
spiced caramel tossed with decadent bites

of pecan pralines; and Dark Chocolate
Caramel + Peppermint, which will also be
available in the fall, with rich, dark choco-
late and caramel blended with pure pep-
permint oil.

479° was founded in San Francisco by
Jean Arnold in 2008. Her goal was to el-
evate one of America’s beloved snacks
into a sophisticated treat. 479° is made
the traditional artisan way, using or-
ganic, non-GMO heirloom popcorn,
premium ingredients, and flavors in-
spired by Jean’s travels around the
world. 479° is sold in specialty grocery
stores across the country and online at
www.479degrees.com. n

San Francisco-based Popcorn Company 479° 
Bring Artisan Popcorn in Snack Packs

The Check Stand Program added another
new product to the collection of items it has
helped gain entry into convenience store
distribution— Fiber Gourmet Thinables.

The lowest calorie cracker on the mar-
ket, each snack box of Fiber Gourmet
Thinables holds 168 grams of crackers,
and with each serving size containing only
60 calories and 11 grams of fiber, the
MSRP of $3.99-$4.49 makes its recents
launched into 850 stores through the
Check Stand Program in stores through
Alabama, Florida, California, Oregon and
Ohio poised for success.

Joining the low-calorie cracker in Check-
stand Program’s new product line-up is the
South Beach Smoke e-cigarette, available in
menthol and regular flavors. Each dispos-
able e-cigarette is equivalent to two packs
of cigarettes. Product comes in a 24-count
display and holds and MSRP of $9.99. It re-

cently launched into 500 stores through the
Check Stand Program in stores through
Pennslyvania, Oregon, Alabama and Ohio.

The Check Stand Program is designed
to increase product volume through testing
and getting confirmation of sales on the
launch. It is a way to expand into the con-
venience store market by actually gaining
convenience store distributors and stores
while the product is tested, according to
www.CheckStandProgram.com.

The cost is $10 per store and a free dis-
play for that store.

Once a successful test is run, Alexander,
Ark.-based Check Stand Program pushes
the results to its sales channels, including
convenience stores, distributors, brokers
and jobbers. They are now looking into
putting together a marketing campaign
that will reach more than 15,000 buyers in
the retail channel. n

Check Stand Program Debuts 
New Products for C-Store Channel

United Supermarkets, LLC began expand-
ing the kiosks at its Levelland and
Muleshoe stores, which will provide walk-
in convenience service at United Express
fuel stations.

Each project will expand the existing
fuel station to approximately 370 square
feet, with walk-in access on two sides.
Guests will have the opportunity to pur-
chase a wide variety of convenience
items, including freshly brewed coffee,
iced tea, breakfast burritos, milk, bottled
water, canned and bottled soda, candy,
gum and an assortment of other grab-
and-go snacks.

“We believe our Levelland and
Muleshoe guests will truly enjoy the added
convenience that this project will bring to
our fuel stores,” said Tandy Arrant, con-
venience business manager for United Su-
permarkets, LLC.

The nearly 100-year-old United Su-
permarkets, LLC, is a Texas-based, fam-
ily-owned grocery chain with stores in
30 markets across north and west Texas.
A self-distributing company with its
headquarters in Lubbock and distribu-
tion centers in Lubbock and Roanoke,
United currently operates 52 stores
under four distinct formats: United Su-
permarkets, Market Street, Amigos and
United Express.

The projects at United Supermarkets
are part of a multi-year effort to expand
the company’s convenience offerings at
existing fuel locations. The United Ex-
press brand also includes five freestand-
ing, full-service convenience stores, with
two other locations currently under con-
struction in Borger and Dumas. Future
locations are already planned in Amarillo
and Hereford. n

United Supermarkets Expands Further Into 
C-Stores with Two United Express Fuel Kiosks

TravelCenters of America LLC entered a
definitive agreement with Shell Oil Prod-
ucts U.S. to construct and operate a net-
work of natural gas fueling lanes at
TravelCenters locations along the U.S. In-
terstate Highway System.

The agreement provides that Shell will
construct at least two natural gas fueling
lanes for large over the road trucks and re-
lated storage capacity at up to 100 TA and
Petro Stopping Center locations, at Shell’s
cost, within several years. Shell has agreed
to supply natural gas fuel to these locations
and Shell and TA will separately market
natural gas fuel to their respective cus-
tomers.

The agreement’s focus is on liquid nat-

ural gas, or LNG. TA expects to monitor
customer demand for natural gas fuels and,
if appropriate, may adjust its plans to in-
clude dispensing of compressed natural
gas, or CNG.

Thomas M. O’Brien, President and
CEO of TravelCenters of America, said, “I
am pleased to have finalized an agreement
between TA and Shell for natural gas fuel-
ing. The agreement, for TA, represents a
prudent approach to an emerging market.
Over time, TA believes natural gas will be-
come a significant fuel for the trucking in-
dustry. Both TA and Shell have been
working diligently on site selection, and I
am hopeful that our first locations may be
operational within one year’s time.” n

TravelCenters of America, Shell to Create 
Nationwide Natural Gas Refueling Network

Bebida Beverage Company, a developer,
manufacturer and marketer of liquid relax-
ation and energy products, announced
today that the company’s flagship prod-
uct,  KOMA Unwind is featured in an ar-
ticle by Maura Kelly at Bloomberg
Businessweek. KOMA Unwind is featured
as one of six drinks on the rise in the rap-
idly growing relaxation beverage market.
Of the drinks featured, BeBevCo is the
only publicly traded company.

The article goes on to say that Indus-
try revenue doubled to $73.7 million
from 2010 to 2011, and it’s expected to
rise to $223.5 million in 2016. The arti-

cle has been syndicated on other sites
and will likely continue to replicate it-
self all over the Internet via syndication.

Brian Weber, CEO of BeBevCo, said,
“This was an unexpected light that has
suddenly shined on our flagship product
from a very prominent source. This ar-
ticle is getting a lot of attention. The
growth of the market with regard to re-
laxation beverages will triple between
2011 and 2016 according to industry ex-
perts. It is a well known fact that those
brands that get to the top early will have
a huge financial advantage when the top
comes off of this industry.” n

BeBevCo’s KOMA Unwind Noted as 
One of Six Top Selling Relaxation Drinks 
in Bloomberg Businessweek
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The spirits industry hit a milestone and ex-
ceeded 200 million cases in 2012 and is
positioned for ongoing growth in 2013.
According to the first of three Trends in
Adult Beverage (TAB) reports, the just-re-
leased 2013 SpiritsTAB Report from Tech-
nomic reveals that spirits volume
increased by 6.3 million 9-liter cases. That
3.2 percent gain in total volume pushed the
industry to a record-breaking 205 million
9-liter cases.

“Despite the moderate pace of the eco-
nomic recovery, the spirits industry con-
tinued to grow in volume and dollars,”
observes Eric Schmidt, Director of Re-
search at Technomic. “Spirits was actu-
ally the fastest-growing segment of adult
beverage in 2012, outpacing wine and
beer, and we anticipate that trend contin-
uing in 2013.”

The premiumization trend in spirits
ramped up in 2012, indicating consumers
explored the spirits categories and in-
dulged in high-quality drinks, even in the
slow economy. The higher price tiers out-
performed the lower ones in every spirits
category with the exception of blended
American whiskey and cordials and
liqueurs. The growth of more expensive
spirits categories such as single malt
Scotch, Cognac, imported vodka and Irish
whiskey attest to consumers’ willingness
to spend more to experience the premium
end of the spirits spectrum.

The fastest-growing categories include
vodka (5.8 percent), American straight
whiskey (5.2 percent) and tequila (3.8 per-
cent). Vodka increased its share to account
for one-third of total spirits volume and re-
main the largest category, while the small-
est, Irish whiskey, once again posted a

double-digit gain (21.6 percent).
The collective rate of growth for

whiskeys accelerated in 2012, driven by
American straight whiskey, Irish
whiskey and single malt Scotch. “The
rise of whiskey is driven by consumers
gravitating to the rich flavors and her-
itage of whiskey products, both of which
are on trend right now,” says Schmidt.

The fastest-growing spirits brands of
2012 reflect the importance of flavor
and the diverse trends propelling the
spirits industry. Among them are five
vodkas of varying price points, two
whiskey-based liqueurs with on-trend
flavor profiles, a cream rum liqueur, a
spiced rum entry and a premium-priced
blue agave tequila.

The ten fastest growing spirit brands
according to Technomic’s 2013 Spirit-
TAB Report are: RumChata, an im-
ported cordial/liqueur; Coulsons, an
American vodka; New Amsterdam, an-
other American vodka; Zarco, a tequila;
Exclusiv, an imported vodka; Bacardi
Oakheart, an American rum; Cupcake, an
American vodka; Fireball Cinnamon
Whisky, a cordial/liqueur; Jack Daniel’s
Tennessee Honey, a cordial/liqueur; and
Ciroc, an imported vodka. 

Diageo continued to be the largest spirits
marketer, accounting for slightly more
than one-fifth of total volume in 2012. Di-
ageo has sharpened its focus on its pre-
mium and above-premium brands, such as
Ciroc, seeking to engage specific con-
sumer groups through unique marketing
initiatives and innovation. Beam ranked
second, and concentrated its efforts against
high-profile brands such as Maker’s Mark,
Skinnygirl, Red Stag by Jim Beam and la-

bels with particular appeal to Millennials,
including Pucker, with positive results.

With an expanded portfolio due to recent
acquisitions, Sazerac moved up to rank as

the third-largest spirits marketer.
Ranking fourth, Bacardi USA was
challenged as its flagship rum brand
declined, although several other la-
bels experienced significant gains,

including Bacardi Oakheart, St-
Germain and Eristoff.

Pernod Ricard USA ranked
fifth; its Absolut brand moved
into positive growth territory,
while Malibu, Jameson,
Beefeater and The Glenlivet
each expanded in 2012. Other
leading suppliers achieving sig-
nificant overall volume growth
included E&J Gallo/Alto Spir-
its, Proximo Spirits, Phillips
Distilling and Fifth Generation.

Sales of spirits in bars,
restaurants and other on-
premise locations increased in

both dollars and volume. On-premise dol-
lar sales grew faster than off-premise dol-
lar sales, driven by consumers trading up
and operators taking modest price in-
creases. Spirits volume grew faster in
grocery, liquor stores and other off-
premise outlets. As has been the case in
recent years, on-premise outlets gener-
ated nearly a quarter of spirits volume but
approximately half of spirits dollar sales.
Consumer insights included in the 2013
SpiritsTAB report reveal that consumers
value price, variety, promotions and
brand of alcohol beverages more for on-
premise occasions than when purchasing
spirits at retail outlets. n

Spirits Outpacing Wine, 
Beer in Sales, On Pace to 
Break 200 Million Cases Sold

Gourmet Coffee is the
Fastest Growing Segment
of Automated Retailing
Gourmet coffee is leading the pack in auto-
mated retailing, as evidenced by automated
retailing systems maker AVT, Inc.’s partner-
ship and success with Marley Coffee in its
systems, kiosks and micro-stores. This came
from a lengthy analysis of the automated re-
tailing industry by Morgan Research Group.

“The retail industry is full of prognosti-
cators and speculators claiming to know the
future of the industry. But one prophecy that
many of those fortune-tellers have in com-
mon is the undeniable influence that tech-
nology will have on both the consumer and
the retailer. And much of that technology
will revolve around automation,” according
to the report.

“Automated retail exhibits strong viabil-
ity because it gives retailers, who are oper-
ating on razor-thin margins, an opportunity
to take under-utilized space in the store and
turn it into a profit center,” the report ar-
gued. “Customers love automated retail,
too,” the report noted, because they are
time-starved, they don’t have a lot of time
on their hands, and they’re looking for easy
solutions within arm’s reach.

“One of the fastest growing segments in
automated retailing is in the coffee sector.
“AVT has entered this arena with gusto,”
the report stated.

“Fast growing AVT has placed hundreds
of their popular Marley Coffee Automated
Stores placed throughout the nation, and
plans to deploy over 1,000 this year--with
strong presence in key metropolitan mar-
kets,” the report noted.

“Marley Coffee Automated Stores repre-
sent our fastest growing system in years,”
according to James Winsor, CEO of AVT.
“The popularity has been unprecedented.
We have hundreds of machines on order
and the units already in operation are per-
forming above expectations.”

“AVT’s relationship with Marley Coffee
is one of the keys to the success of this sys-
tem,” according to the report. “Marley Cof-
fee is one of the fastest growing brands in
America, with the power of the Marley
name behind it, which is widely recognized
worldwide. The coffee also features a gour-
met flavor, and is organically grown--at-
tracting more heath conscience buyers.”

The report also quoted the recently 
published “Cisco Customer Experience
Report,” which analyzed the impact of au-
tomation on retailing. Their findings 
concluded that the majority of consumers
(52 percent) prefer self-checkout kiosks in
order to avoid waiting in line to make a
purchase. Furthermore, 61 percent of con-
sumers would be willing to shop in a com-
pletely automated store with vending
machines and kiosk stations offering vir-
tual customer service. “Forty-two percent
would actually prefer to shop in these
kinds of environments.” n

Juice Moves Beyond an Apple a Day
For years, the sales performance of the
market for fruit juices and juice drinks has
been flat. Between 2007 and 2012, dollar
sales of fruit and vegetable juices and juice
drinks barely budged, and the volume of
juice and juice drinks consumed by house-
holds hardly kept up with population
growth. Yet underneath this placid topline
performance are undercurrents of constant,
rebellious change, according to a recently
released report from Packaged Facts, Fruit
and Vegetable Juices: U.S. Market Trends.

Shifts in this $20 billion market have
come at the expense of old school main-
stays in the juice category, especially or-
ange juice. Between 2007 and 2012,
according to Packaged Facts, the con-
sumption of orange juice declined by 3.6

percent, and the consumption of frozen or-
ange juice declined by nearly 15 percent.
“It’s not just orange juice for breakfast
anymore,” notes David Sprinkle, publisher
of Packaged Facts, adding that “many of
the products posting the highest growth
rates are riding the waves of juice bar and
smoothie chain trends.”

In the process, the market for packaged
juices has been upended. Consumers can
now walk into the nearest supermarket and
find exotic blends of fruit juices, unex-
pected combinations of fruit and vegetable
juices, smoothies, coconut water, aloe vera
juice, and juices made from exotic, antiox-
idant-rich superfruits.

Substantive innovation is a potential
platform for growth, especially in captur-

ing the attention of culinary- and health-
trend conscious juicers, according to Pack-
aged Facts. Consumer packaged goods
marketers need to continue to launch fresh
products using vegetable juice sources
such as beets, increasingly creative blends
of fruits and vegetables, and new juice
drink formulations for fitness-conscious
consumers. And because consumers are in-
creasingly tuned in to the need to avoid
empty calories and restrict the calorie
counts in the juices they drink, marketers
need to devise credible ways to reduce
sugar content in their products.

For more information on Fruit and Veg-
etable Juices: U.S. Market Trends, please
visit www.packagedfacts.com/Fruit-Veg-
etable-Juices-7497441. n
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As Americans become increasingly con-
cerned about the negative health effects of
certain foods, manufacturers are introduc-
ing a greater variety of healthier products.
And with consumers shopping more and
more at convenience stores, this trend is
impacting the c-store channel. 

This move has expanded profit mar-
gins throughout the food industries be-
cause health-conscious consumers are
generally willing to pay more for food
that they believe is healthy for them. In
particular, large companies that have
been providing Americans with foods
for years have established brand loyalty,
so when they introduce healthier, more-
expensive products, they typically do
not experience significant declines in de-
mand for their products because people
view them as high-quality brands. As
such, these companies can realize higher
profit margins than companies that do
not have well-established brands.

Food producers must purchase a vari-
ety of commodities, such as feed, corn,
milk, wheat and sugar, to produce their
goods. The prices of these commodities
help determine how producers in a vari-
ety of food industries price their goods.
So when the price of a commodity fluc-
tuates rapidly from year to year, the cost
of manufacturing products becomes
volatile. Volatility, in turn, leaves pro-
ducers less able to anticipate cost in-
creases and often they’ll pass these costs
on to consumers in the form of higher
product prices. Although this move does
not bode well for consumers, many will

still pay the higher prices, especially for
foods that are staples in their diets. And
producers end up benefiting because the
higher input prices aren’t eating into their
profit margins, while demand from con-
sumers stays steady.

Americans embrace 
health consciousness
As more Americans become health con-
scious, they are seeking out new and
healthier versions from their favorite
brands, instead of giving up the foods
they love altogether. In line with this
shift, producers in the   candy production
industry,   cereal production industry
and   chicken and turkey meat produc-
tion industry  are increasingly promoting
products based on health claims or their
nutritional content. For example, Kraft
Food Group’s subsidiary Cadbury PLC
launched Strike Spark, a chewing gum
that is advertised to contain about 25
percent of a person’s recommended
daily intake of vitamins B6 and B12.
And Kellogg’s heavily advertises its
healthier foods, such as its Kashi cereal
line, which contains whole grains and
protein. These and other efforts have
been met with success, evidenced by
producers’ expanding sales and profit
margins throughout various food indus-
tries. During the next five years, as the
media continues to highlight the nega-
tive health effects of eating certain types
of foods, Americans will continue to
place pressure on manufacturers to pro-
duce healthier foods.

Brand loyalty and 
technology benefit producers
Within the top 10 most profitable food
industries, larger and well-established
producers are typically more profitable
than lesser-known small to medium-size
producers. For instance, in the Cereal
Production industry, Kellogg’s and Pep-
siCo generate profit margins of 17.9
percent and 19 percent, respectively,
which is well above the industry aver-
age of 13.3 percent of revenue. Because
these companies invest a lot of money
in advertising and have prominent dis-
plays in grocery stores throughout the
United States, they experience a high
volume of sales for their products. In
addition, they are typically better able
than smaller companies to pass rising
commodity costs on to consumers in the
form of higher product prices. The re-
sult is much smaller margins for the
smaller companies, even forcing some
to exit the industry altogether when
commodity prices spike.

Food producers, particularly larger ones,
are also able to expand profit margins by
investing in technology, such as equipment
and machinery used in the production
process. Technology helps companies
lower production costs through greater ef-
ficiency and automation in the production
process, allowing them to expand profit
margins. Similarly, investing in technol-
ogy allows some producers to reduce the
need for workers while increasing levels
of production, enabling them to reduce
wage costs.

Commodity prices 
to become less volatile
Commodity prices are expected to be less
volatile during the next five years, which
presents even more opportunity for pro-
ducers to expand their profit margins. The
price of sugar is also an important com-
modity in several of the most profitable
food-producing industries and it is ex-
pected to be less volatile during the next
five years compared to the past five. This
trend is expected to especially benefit pro-
ducers in the candy production, chocolate
production, and ice cream production in-
dustries. In fact, lower sugar prices are ex-
pected to help industry profit margins
expand to 18 percent, 17.2 percent and
24.1 percent of revenue, respectively, in
2018.

Lower volatility in the price of sugar
will allow producers to more effectively
anticipate price increases from year to
year, and as a result, they will be better
able to pass on slight rises in commodity
costs to consumers in the form of higher
product prices. In addition, as per capita
disposable incomes improve over the next
five years, consumers will be more able to
afford higher product prices from these
confectionary industries as well as from
other food industries that experience input
price increases. For sugar in particular,
many of the top food-producing industries
are key buyers for the Sugar Processing in-
dustry. So if the price of sugar increases,
snack and food producers can pass on
these increases without drastically ham-
pering demand for their products. n

Buyers Are Trending Toward 
Good For You Shopping, No Matter The Venue

monitoring solution that ensures greater
efficiencies, enhanced control over the
safety, quality and freshness of food, and
access to detailed reports that document
the holding temperatures relating to food
safety and quality,” said Jim Ealy, National
Sales Director of SmartLink for Heartland
Payment Systems. “Its primary purpose is
the ability to reduce overall cost associated
with food loss and food spoil, utility and
energy use, and with emergency repair.”

But convenience stores to quick service
restaurants to even flower shops have
found the SmartLink Food Safety system
to work for their stores. In a regular gate-
way system there’s a small router that
mimics a three-inch antenna, two door
sensors and four temperature monitors all
linked together with wiring to subvert
wireless data misconnections. And you
can access the information as easily as a
Google document or a Gmail account.

This helps c-stores in three different

SmartLink
Continued from Page 1

arenas. It helps convenience stores 
follow the Food and Drug Administra-
tion’s Food Safety Modernization Act, a
2011 piece of legislation that requires
more inspections and higher stringency
on reporting food safety incidents from
the providers right down to the servers
and retailers. It fits in with an uptick of
programs that work to showcase these
healthier c-store options. In Massachu-
setts, Mass in Motion Healthy Store Pro-
gram, an initiative started by the state’s
department of public health, allows shop-
pers to browse stores with healthy items
from their computer or mobile device.
And it helps bolster and further make in-
roads into the grab-and-go market, where
c-store nip at the heels of supermarkets
claiming close to 20 percent of grab-and-
go sales, according to the Technomic
Foodservice Planning Program.

The SmartLink system went through
alpha and beta testing and officially
launched in June with beta clients 
who are looking to move into full use
of the system.

One of the clients that continues to
utilize the system in its full model is a
convenience store by implementing the
quick service restaurant mindset of a
peace of mind return on investment. And
with the latest NACS survey noting that
part of the 2.2 percent increase in in-
store c-store sales (which brought sales
to almost $200 billion this past year) is
due to double digit gains in meat and
health snacks sold, that peace of mind is
more valuable than ever. 

“All of them looked at it and recog-
nized here’s the rub on it: For what it
costs me on a monthly basis, it will pay
for itself in one accident,” Ealy said. “A
client told me ‘I always have a cooler
go down at least once a year. Is that
food lost $500 or $5,000? It depends. It
always happens.’ There’s immediate,
hard cost savings and it also satisfies
compliancy requirements. If they didn’t
have to worry about it and it didn’t cost
them anything per se. The other thing is
that there’s inherent energy savings and
emergency replacement savings where

people know months ahead of time that
parts need replacing.”

Ealy said that there’s a need for a com-
prehensive system but that those needs
haven’t been met yet. And the companies
who do offer systems have a lot of upfront
costs and no data monitoring for an ex-
tended period. 

“The vendors out there have a lot of
expenses where you are paying for
bunch of equipment and there’s no data
being captured or collected anywhere,”
he said. “Those vendors are going to
cost in the thousands yet there’s no data
capture in the cloud and there’s no
proactive monitoring.”

This fresher foodservice option for con-
venience stores aids the growing trend
from small c-stores to 7-11 and Ealy said
the SmartLink systems offers comfort to
retailers that continues beyond the initial
purpose and at sometimes more than half
the cost of competitors.

“We’re going for the purpose built kind
of system that fits our customers’ needs,”
Ealy said. n
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Unusual Flavors Fuel Trends in Spirits

Rising gas prices and the expiration of the
payroll tax cut have not dampened the
spirits across most U.S. consumer seg-
ments. In fact, Information Resources,
Inc.’s (IRI) latest MarketPulse™ survey
results reveal that shopper sentiment in-
creased notably during Q1 2013, largely
because consumers feel more positive
about their household finances. This is a
marked difference compared to Q4 2012,
when shopper sentiment dropped to its
lowest point since 2011.

“Consumers were feeling a bit of the
gloom and doom as 2012 came to a close,
because they simply didn’t know what to ex-
pect on the financial front for the new year,”
says Susan Viamari, Editor of Times &
Trends, IRI. “With a looming debt ceiling
crisis and expiration of the 2 percent payroll
tax cut, they were preparing for another
bumpy ride. However, our latest Market-
Pulse survey finds that consumers weathered
the latest round of economic storms very
well and are feeling more optimistic than
they have in quite some time. Of course,
consumers will continue to be cautious about
their spending, but we may see wallets open
slightly more as we approach summer.”

IRI Shopper Sentiment Index 
Reveals Sunnier Outlook
IRI’s Shopper Sentiment Index provides
deep insight into how the economy is im-
pacting consumers and changing how they
approach grocery shopping. The index
provides perspective in terms of price sen-
sitivity, brand loyalty, and changes in
spending required to maintain desired
lifestyles. With a benchmark score of 100
based on Q1 2011 information, a Shopper
Sentiment Index score of more than 100

reflects consumers that are less price
driven, more loyal to favorite brands and
better equipped to maintain their desired
lifestyle without changes.

Consumers’ concern about their finan-
cial health has been a constant since before
the Great Recession began. And, as 2012
came to a close, sentiment dipped sharply
to an index score of 94, which is the lowest
the index has dropped since 2011. Uncer-
tainty about 2013, particularly the debt
ceiling crisis and the impending expiration
of the 2 percent payroll tax cut, certainly
played a major role in this outlook. But, as
2013 unfolded, many consumers found
that the impact of these situations was less
than anticipated, and sentiment has re-
bounded rather well to 103 at the end of
Q1 2013. Everything isn’t coming up roses
for all consumers, though. Millennials,
who have been hit particularly hard by the
economic downturn, continue to struggle
to find financial health and stability.
Among this group, the Shopper Sentiment
Index has remained consistent at approxi-
mately 85, since Q1 2012.

Payroll Tax Expiration Didn’t 
Keep Consumers Down for Long
There were many news cycles devoted to
the expiration of the 2 percent payroll tax
cut in January, with many predicting that
consumers would react by tightening their
belts even more. Indeed, it hasn’t been easy
for many, as 28 percent of overall con-
sumers indicate that they now have less
money to buy groceries due the expiration.
However, among the hard-hit millennial
population, 38 percent have felt additional
pressure on their grocery budgets due to the
tax cut expiration. Generation-X shoppers

are in a similar boat, with 37 percent stating
that their grocery budget has been nega-
tively impacted. Among those aged 55-plus,
only 21 percent are feeling an additional
squeeze. The survey also asked consumers
if they were having difficulty affording gro-
ceries and uncovered, again, that millenni-
als are struggling the most. Twenty-two
percent of overall consumers were having
difficulty in Q1 2013, an improvement ver-
sus Q1 2011, when 27 percent were finding
it hard to afford the grocery bill. There is no
improvement among millennials, however.
In fact, 38 percent of these shoppers were
having difficulty in Q1 2013, which is an
uptick versus 33 percent in Q1 2011.

“This analysis is rather interesting, be-
cause it points to the fact that many con-
sumers are finding it a bit easier to buy
groceries in 2013, and that the payroll tax
expiration didn’t impact consumers as
hard as expected on this front,” says Via-
mari. “But, it also highlights the continued
struggle of millennials that we’ve seen for
the last couple of years, underscoring the
critical need for CPG marketers to deliver
solid value, particularly across this vulner-
able consumer segment. Millennials are in
the unenviable position of starting their in-
dependent lives in a tough economy, and
they simply are having a hard time making
ends meet.”

Pain at the Pump Strains Wallets
While many consumers may be feeling
more confident when it comes to household
finances and grocery buying, gas prices
could begin to take their toll as the year
wears on. According to the AAA Fuel
Gauge Report, the average gas price for the
first three months of 2013 was $3.64, an in-

crease of 8.8 percent versus the first three
months of 2011, but on par with 2012 prices.

Even though this steep increase takes a
big chunk out of consumers’ budgets,
fewer consumers (44 percent) are feeling
increased financial strain due to recent in-
creases as compared to 57 percent around
the same time in 2011. Here again, millen-
nials are being hit hardest, with Generation
Xers close behind. Fifty-six percent of
millennials and 50 percent of Generation-
X shoppers are feeling increased financial
strain due to recent gas price increases.

“Although these numbers aren’t as high
as those found in 2011, they are still ele-
vated, and we need to keep a close watch
on how and where consumers choose to
spend their money due to these pressures,”
adds Viamari.

For instance, 34 percent of consumers
surveyed in Q1 2013 say they are reduc-
ing/eliminating trips to some of their fa-
vorite stores due to high gas prices. In
addition, 10 percent of consumers are
shopping convenience stores more fre-
quently, because they are found closer to
home. When taking a closer look at vari-
ous consumer segments, millennials stand
out as making more changes versus more
established consumer segments, particu-
larly those over the age of 55.

“Reverberations from the economic
rollercoaster continue to move through the
CPG marketplace,” concludes Viamari. “It
is essential that CPG marketers closely
monitor these ripples and understand how
they impact each and every target shopper.
No two groups and no two shoppers are
identical, so powerful marketing strategies
must clearly convey an understanding of
this fact.” n

Shopper Sentiment Rebounding in 2013 as Consumers 
Settle Household Finances, Millennials Notable Exception

Flavor innovation helped propel the spirits
industry to hit a milestone in 2012 and is
fostering continued growth in 2013, ac-
cording to Technomic’s 2013 Spirits TAB
(Trends in Adult Beverage) Report.

“Many of the trends that drove the spirits
market in 2011 continued in 2012, such as
premiumization and consumer interest in
exploring different categories,” observes
Donna Hood Crecca, Senior Director at
Technomic, “but the real driver was prod-
uct innovation, particularly around flavor.
Spirits suppliers came to market with com-
pelling products featuring interesting and
sometimes unexpected flavor profiles.
Consumers were intrigued, especially the
all-important Millennial consumer group.”

Gravitating to the rich complexity of
single malt Scotch to candy- and dessert-
inspired flavored vodkas, as well as
spicier selections offered in rum and cor-
dials and liqueurs, consumers’ thirst for

new flavor experiences continued un-
abated. Competition among suppliers to
quench that thirst was fierce. The flavor
fray in 2012 involved:

Dessert-flavored vodkas including seg-
ment leader Pinnacle Whipped continued
to engage consumers. A new wave of
multi-layered flavored vodkas gained at-
tention, such as Absolut Cherrykran,
Belvedere Lemon Tea, 360 Buttered Pop-
corn and Van Gogh PB&J. The flavored
vodka segment posted a double-digit per-
cent gain to account for 28 percent of total
vodka volume.

Flavor innovation went beyond the
vodka category, however, with both sweet
and spicy flavored liqueur versions of
American and Canadian whiskeys earning
shelf space at retail, on back bars and on
home bars. Whiskey specialty products ac-
counted for 14 percent share of the leading
cordial and liqueur flavor classifications.

Fireball Cinnamon Whisky, a spicy Cana-
dian whisky liqueur, ranked among the
fastest-growing brands of the year.

Flavored rum, which includes spiced
rums, outpaced total rum growth and ac-
counted for slightly more than half of cat-
egory volume. Captain Morgan was a
leading brand, while labels including
Sailor Jerry and Admiral Nelson
struck a chord with Millennials and
realized notable volume in-
creases.

Some brands merged differ-
ent spirits and beverages to de-
liver new flavor experiences, such as Malibu
Red, which combines rum and tequila, and
the late-year debut, Absolut Tune, which
marries vodka with sparkling sauvignon
blanc. In on-premise locations such as bars
and restaurants, bartenders married spirits
categories and flavored spirits in new ways
to yield innovative cocktails.

The flavor trends are continuing in
2013. “Included in the 120 new spirits
products introduced in the first quarter of

2013, which we record through the New
Product Tracker in our DRINK database,
were 21 flavored vodkas, 23 cordials and
liqueurs, seven flavored rums and six fla-
vored whiskeys,” says Crecca, noting that
suppliers are going well beyond traditional
flavor profiles to attract consumers.

“We’re seeing unexpected flavors, such
as Pernod Ricard’s Mama Walker’s

line of breakfast-inspired liqueurs,
involving flavors like Maple
Bacon and Blueberry Pancake.
The dessert trend is continuing
in vodka, with Smirnoff Sorbet

Light in Mango Passionfruit and Rasp-
berry Pomegranate launching, and Beam
adding Rainbow Sherbert to the already
extensive Pinnacle line-up. Spice is show-
ing up in whiskeys and liqueurs, and ex-
otic fruit and floral flavors are also still on
trend.”

Technomic projects ongoing growth for
flavored vodka, whiskey, tequila and rum,
as well as expansion in cordials and
liqueurs in 2013. n
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This comprehensive report covers the
entire U.S. commercial beverage indus-
try and includes data on retail and
wholesale sales as well as volume,
growth and per capita consumption. It
also offers key trends and statistics
across eleven beverage types, discusses
new products and contains projections
by category through 2017. Part of the
study focused on the alcohol market, a
crucial c-store revenue stream.

Brewers diversify past beer 
for consumers
In 2012, leading brewers turned to a tac-
tic common in other categories seeking
new or renewed opportunities for
growth. Much like carbonated soft drink
companies entering the bottled water
market, or bottled water purveyors pur-
chasing ready-to-drink tea brands,
brewers moved into a different segment

with similar usage occasions as beer:
hard cider.

In February, MillerCoors added
Crispin Cider to its Tenth and Blake di-
vision. Around the same time, ABI’s A-
B unit announced the launch of
Michelob Ultra Light Cider. In fall,
Crown Imports started importing
Somersby Apple Cider, a Carlsberg
brand, and Heineken USA added Strong-
bow cider to its list of imported brands.
Even earlier, in 2011, Boston Beer intro-
duced Angry Orchard hard cider.

Capitalization on light beer segment
The biggest beer makers also sought to
reinvigorate the key light beer segment.

In early 2012, A-B rolled out Bud
Light Platinum, with a 6 percent alcohol
content and a cobalt blue bottle, to at-
tract consumer who might consider a
distilled spirit instead of a beer. Miller-

Coors embarked on various packaging
and name-tweaking initiatives (such as
recasting super-low-calorie Miller Gen-
uine Draft 64, or MGD 64, as Miller 64)
in 2011 and 2012.

In 2013, everything went black
At the beginning of the year, an extension
of the Budweiser brand appeared: Bud-
weiser Black Crown, a golden amber lager
with an alcohol by volume level compara-
ble to that of Bud Light Platinum (i.e. 6
percent). Also in  January 2013, ABI
launched Beck’s Sapphire, a golden pil-
sner that took its name from  German
Saphir  hops and was packaged in black
glass bottles. Craft brewers had previously
offered a more literal turn towards black-
ness with black-colored concoctions like
Greenbush Brewing Company’s Anger, a
black IPA, and Deschutes Brewery’s sea-
sonal Hop in the Dark. n

Reporterlinker Released New Study 
on Commercial Beverage Industry 

business and only about one-fifth of sur-
vey takers saying they visit a local gas
station to meet fueling needs?

“It’s no surprise to fuel brands that con-
sumers care most about price and conven-
ience, but what this research also points to
is that consumers also make decisions
based on the service they receive,” said
Janet Eden-Harris, Chief Marketing Offi-
cer for Market Force. “Cleanliness,
friendliness, amenities—they all matter.”

“There’s a difference between delight-
ing customers and being just good
enough,” Eden-Harris continued. And
although those loyalty cards and driving
discounts that get people to fuel at gro-
cery and wholesale stores are com-
pelling, there’s always room for those
who fit into that “delighting customers”
category. “The No. 1 brand for high sat-
isfaction is QwikTrip and out of those
top five performers, three of them are
gas brands―and they are the breakout
brands, that are fueling brands, that have
got it figured out.”

Kroger tops the reputation for fuel pro-
motions whereas QuikTrip ranks high in
fuel quality. But Eden-Harris says there’s
room for the smaller shops to make head-
way as close to half consumers were ei-
ther unsatisfied or neutral when reflecting
on their most recent 

C-stores are paying attention and work-
ing to focus on customer service to bring
people into their stores. Convenience store
retailer Family Express recently moved to
get PriceAdvantage SMART Fuel Pricing
to automate fuel pricing changes in order
to have staff focus more on customer serv-
ice. Daktronics moved to expand the point

Local Gas Stations
Continued from Page 1

of sale integration the company has been
utilizing since 2004 through a partnership
with Wayne. The Wayne systems offers
owners flexibility in sign options to part-
ner with convenience of changing fuel
prices indoors with a system which links
the signage outside with the interfaces in-
side—and works compatibly with Veri-
Fone, Radiant Systems, and Allied
Electronics Inc.

Some of the things are meant to stem
the tide of the dying gas station but it
might not be enough.

According to National Petroleum News,
the amount of gas stations has dropped
around 8 percent in the last 10 years with
the peak of sales coming in 2007.

California legislation to create an Office
of Fuel Price Investigation and Manipula-
tion Prevention is also trying to stem the
rising gas price tide.

“For too long, Golden State drivers
have been at the mercy of a few major
oil companies that control the state’s
transportation fuel market. We clearly
need a process by which we can protect
consumers against fuel price volatility
and investigate potential cases of price
manipulation,” noted Dem. Senator
Mark Leno to the media as the legisla-
tion was proposed.

Several news outlets in the spring re-
ported on the demise of local stations in
the Washington D.C. and New York City
metropolitan areas, pointing to the mix of
the convenience of the wholesale club as
a gasoline retailer and the population of
cities in ways that might discourage driv-
ing altogether might point to this drop.
Many industry analysts also point to more
gas station owners buckling under the
pressure of higher and higher wholesale
prices and cutting into personal profits in

order to try and survive.
Especially since gas prices are known

as a barometer of consumer confidence
and fuel cost is an important part of a per-
son or families’ fiscal choices long term.

“Convenience stores are a major part
of our economy,”said NACS Vice Presi-
dent of Government Relations John
Eichberger in a statement. “They gener-
ate 4.5 percent of the overall U.S. gross
domestic product, process 160 million
transactions each day and sell more than
80 percent of the gasoline purchased in
the country. Convenience retailers know,
and our recent NACS survey results ver-
ify, that when the price of fuel changes,
so does the attitude of consumers both at
our stores and anywhere else that they
spend disposable income.”

Eichberger’s statements are bolstered by
the results of a recent study, also by
NACS, that has fuel sales up 2.9 percent
from last year―that’s more than $500 bil-
lion in sales. 

And that uptick is why Eden-Harris
said although the national brands are
doing well, smaller brands can make in-
roads because all of the things that go in-
side the store―from coffee selection and
foodservice needs, to promotions outside
of gas, and friendly customer service―
can affect driving fuelers to go to those
shops despite the price.

“You’ve got to get the basics right―
You’ve got to be clean. You’ve got to be
convenient,” Eden-Harris said. “But if all
of those locations are delivering a consis-
tency of amenities, friendliness, and serv-
ice, any brand can do that if they have the
right tools in place to enable those fran-
chises to do well. That has nothing to do
with being a big national brand, you can
do that as a local gas station.” n

Nature-Inspired 
Fruit Trends Nourish 
Product Innovation
Fruit is moving beyond its everyday
snack and juice roles to inspire a host of
new products that offer good health, a
flavor adventure, or even an artisan ex-
perience. But beyond all the natural, nu-
tritious, and flavorful qualities of fruit,
both its versatility and important cul-
tural role make it a uniquely attractive
vehicle for food and beverage advances
on multiple fronts, according to “Fresh
Takes on Fruit: Culinary Trend Mapping
Report,” a joint publication of the San
Francisco-based strategic food and bev-
erage agency CCD Innovation and mar-
ket research publisher Packaged Facts.

“Fruit is and will continue to be om-
nipresent. Fruit plays a role in every
day, from breakfast to late-night 
snacks. Fruits go from the produce
aisles to the snack shelf and freezer
case. It is transformed into beverages,
condiments and baked goods of all
kinds. They also appeal to all ages and
demographics,” said Kimberly Egan,
CEO of CCD Innovation.

“Fruit is part of everyone’s story and is
a key element to wholesome living,” Egan
said. “Fruit connects us to nature and our
own cultural background and identity.
Who doesn’t have nostalgic memories of
favorite fruits and fruit-laden foods from
childhood?”

“Fresh Takes on Fruit: Culinary Trend
Mapping Report” features strategic in-
sights to guide food industry players on
tapping into trends to successfully inno-
vate around fruit. For those taking an ar-
tisanal approach to fruit, such as
preserves and natural beverages of all
kinds, explore seasonal and regional fruit
varieties. Those addressing Latino or
Asian audiences should not only leverage
tropical fruits, but also remember that
today’s flavor lovers and adventurous
eaters are also seeking out new fruit ex-
periences. Likewise, tropical takes on
fruit-based American classics can capture
the imagination of multicultural con-
sumers. And, of course, outstanding nu-
tritional profiles seal the deal for
consumers of all ages.

The report breaks down fruit trends by
tracking development across CCD Innova-
tion’s proprietary Trend Map, outlining
key trends and what to expect from them
in the future to support both innovative
and traditional brands in foodservice and
consumer packaged goods. With craft
ciders, fruit preserves, sugar from fruit,
new varietals and hybrids, fruit and botan-
ical beverages, super tart cherries as well
as mango mania. 

For more information on  Fresh Takes
on Fruit: Culinary Trend Mapping Report,
please visit www.packagedfacts.com/
Fresh-Fruit-7482591. n
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Science Research Solutions (SSRS) for
badge and signage system manufacturer
Imprint Plus. 

When asked how often consumers shop
in a convenience store, 59 percent of re-
spondents reported shopping in conven-
ience stores more than once a week―a
number that jumped to more than 70 per-
cent among 18 to 44 year-olds.

“Virtually every consumer today
shops at a convenience store, with only
6 percent of the respondents stating that
they never shop there,” says Marlaa
Kott, Imprint Plus CEO. “Most of the
convenience store shoppers are married

Consumers Shop
Continued from Page 1

(48 percent), employed (63 percent)
with the majority (80 percent) living in
metro regions of the country. Given
these numbers every national consumer
products manufacturer, such as Coke,
Pepsi, Hershey’s, Kraft, Frito-Lay,
Nabisco, Welch’s, must be targeting
these consumers, so excellent customer
service can make a difference.”

Among the top purchases at conven-
ience stores are drinks such as soda,
bottled water or juice (29 percent); or
snacks and candy (21 percent). Other
purchases included gas (12 percent);
milk or dairy products (11 percent); and
cigarettes (10 percent). One third of all
respondents (33 percent) stated that it
was important for a convenience store
to carry ethnic-branded products, such

as Indian, Chinese, or Spanish foods.
The number rose to 41 percent among
18-34 year-olds. In addition, 42 percent
of consumers think it is important for
employees to be fluent in a language
other than English, reflecting on the
global shopping experience. This num-
ber jumps to 51 percent among 18-34
year-olds.

When shopping in a convenience
store, 35 percent reported that it is im-
portant to know a person by name when
doing business. The percentage in-
creases to 39 percent among those con-
sumers in the 35-44 year-old age
demographic. 

In previous Imprint Plus consumer
surveys, 76 percent stated that they had
more trust in a business and considered

the company more professional when
their employees wore name badges.
Surprisingly, the percentages were
higher overall among the 18-34 year-
old demographic.  

“Customers place a higher level of
trust in businesses that visibly brand
and distinguish their staff. Identifying
the employee with a professional name
badge that promotes accountability and
a commitment to customer relations,
can enhance the shopping experience,”
concludes Ms. Kott. “Rather than stick-
ing on a plain paper label or pinning on
a plastic tag, people are choosing sleek,
impressive-looking metallic name
badges that showcase the wearer profes-
sionally, without falling off or damag-
ing clothing.” n

Appeal to More,” investigates how
convenience stores can tackle the chal-
lenges of today’s economic and 
shopping environments to find sustain-
able growth beyond fuel and cigarette
sectors.

Today, there are more than 149,000
convenience stores in operation. About
two-thirds of those stores are independ-
ently owned, and the remaining are
chain store operations. While conven-
ience stores of the past had a rather ho-
mogeneous look and feel, today’s stores
are much more varied. Furthermore,
some convenience store owners are re-
placing long aisles with kiosks, experi-
menting with larger footprints and
adding “good-for-you” products next to
the candy bars. Shoppers have re-
warded convenience store management
for these innovations. When compared
to grocery and drug stores, convenience
stores were the only channel that en-
joyed both dollar and unit sales growth
in 2012.

“Despite new innovations, the con-
venience channel faces several chal-
lenges,” says Kelley Vacca, Principal,
Client Insights, IRI. “Many conven-
ience stores sell gasoline, so sales are
somewhat tied to gas prices. Even
though these prices have been stable
during the last year, they are still high
and impacting shoppers’ wallets, partic-
ularly those of young shoppers, which
are a key target for convenience store
marketers. In addition, convenience
store sales are concentrated in a rela-
tively small number of categories, 
with three of the top six categories to-
bacco related.”

Where There is Smoke, 
There is Profit…For Now
Cigarette sales generated more than $52
billion in sales with the convenience
store channel in 2012. In fact, cigarettes
are, by far, the largest category within
the channel. They are also a key driver

Convenience Channel
Continued from Page 1

of trip missions, with 150 store trips per
day driven by cigarette purchases in
2012. While this is a huge number and
cigarette dollar sales have climbed dur-
ing the last several years, volume sales
are down sharply.

The U.S. smoking rate has declined
by 50 percent since 1965, according to
the Centers for Disease Control. This
decline is the culmination of several
factors, including increasing taxes,
health concerns and the innovation of
new smoking alternatives. Smokeless
tobacco, for instance, has experienced
strong growth across consumer pack-
aged goods (CPG) channels in recent
years. In 2012, smokeless tobacco unit
sales climbed 2.7 percent across IRI’s
multi-outlet plus convenience geogra-
phy. Electronic cigarettes also are
demonstrating strong momentum.

Fueling Up Strains Wallets
According to AAA’s Fuel Gauge Report,
the average national gas price for the first
three months of 2013 was $3.64, an in-
crease of nearly 9 percent versus 2011,
and is on par with 2012. This increase is
having a negative impact on consumers’
wallets, with 44 percent of Americans
feeling additional budgetary strain due to
gas prices. And, among some segments,
such as the millennial population, even
more consumers (56 percent) are feeling
the pinch.

In contrast, the proximity of conven-
ience stores is a benefit in times of high
gas prices. For instance, 10 percent of con-
sumers state that they shop convenience
stores more frequently in the presence of
high gas prices due to their convenient lo-
cations. Among millennial shoppers, 24
percent have stepped up convenience
channel shopping frequency to save
money on gas.

Growth in the Aisles
Performance across the top 10 largest
convenience store categories was a
mixed bag in 2012, with four of these
categories outperforming industry aver-
age unit sales growth rates. The

strongest performers were tobacco and
beverage categories. By far, the
strongest growth came from energy
drinks, with double-digit growth in both
unit and dollar sales in 2012 at 56.4 per-
cent for each, respectively.

The sharpest decline among the 
top 10 convenience store categories
was in the bottled water category. This
category has struggled during the 
past several years in the face of con-
sumer efforts to rein in spending. From
2008-2012, bottled water unit sales
slipped 3.1 percent despite beefed-up
promotional efforts and associated
price deflation.

The convenience channel’s focus on
quick and easy, often immediate con-
sumption and indulgent, products is
clearly illustrated in the channel’s 10
top-selling categories, many of which
are beverages. For example, weight
control/nutrition liquids/powders is a
category that has experienced excellent
growth in recent years. The conven-
ience store channel is capitalizing on
opportunities in this area by broadening
the availability of these products. In
fact, total points of distribution in this
category within the channel increased
by nearly 78 percent since 2008.

Of course, there are declines in some
categories as well. Overall, unit sales de-
clined in 22 percent of the top 50 conven-
ience store categories between 2008 and
2012. This includes three of the channel’s
top-selling products: cigarettes, carbon-
ated beverages and bottled water. Nearly
all of the sliding categories experienced
average price per volume increases during
the same time period.

Opportunity Knocks
Despite the challenges of the conven-
ience channel, IRI has uncovered the
following growth opportunities:

Electronic Cigarettes: This product
has enjoyed explosive growth since
bursting on the scene in 2009, and the
convenience channel accounted for
two-thirds of the category’s sales in
2012. Channel growth of electronic cig-

arettes escalated in 2013, bolstered by
deflationary pricing trends. The contin-
uation of favorable pricing-related
trends is key to retailers that seek to
ride the wave of growth in this up-and-
coming category.

Health and Wellness: With two-thirds
of consumers indicting that they are try-
ing to eat healthier, convenience store
marketers have a great opportunity to
help consumers strike a balance be-
tween wellness and indulgence in their
lives. Even in traditionally indulgent
categories, such as salty snacks and
cookie and bakery snacks, healthier op-
tions are available and are being well-
received. Convenience store marketers
must develop consumer-centric, 360-de-
gree health and wellness programs.

Foodservice: Although many con-
sumers are already buyers of conven-
ience channel foodservice offerings, the
desire for better quality offerings is
high. This may include customizable
and freshly made options, or selections
provided by local and/or well-known
restaurants.

Outdoor Advertising: Since many
consumers pay at the pump at conven-
ience stores, outdoor advertising is key
to luring shoppers inside the stores. In
fact, product growth rate is twice as
high with outdoor causal advertising
compared to doing no advertising.

“To be successful in today’s market-
place, convenience stores need to keep
the core and invest to develop value of-
ferings across key categories, particu-
larly in markets where tax increases
threaten to impact tobacco users’ wal-
lets,” says Susan Viamari, Editor of
Times & Trends, IRI. “They also need
to utilize outdoor advertising as an in-
store visit hook by emphasizing value,
particularly during periods of high/ris-
ing gas prices. To keep the momentum
going, convenience stores simply need
to appeal to more. A great first step in
this appeal is to develop a comprehen-
sive health and wellness strategy tar-
geted to the needs and wants of core
shoppers.” n
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Trane, a global provider of indoor comfort
solutions and services and a brand of In-
gersoll Rand, introduces the newest addi-
tion to its centrifugal chiller product
portfolio, the Series S™ CenTraVac™
chiller (Series S chiller). Providing supe-
rior performance in a compact, easy-to-in-
stall package, the Series S chiller delivers
best-in-class full-load and part-load effi-
ciencies for centrifugal chillers in the 180
to 390 tonnage range.

At the core of the Series S chiller’s per-
formance is AdaptiSpeed™ technology—
the integration of an all-new direct-drive
compressor utilizing the industry’s first
mixed-flow impellers and optimized spe-
cific speed; permanent magnet motor; and
the third generation Trane Adaptive Fre-
quency™ drive (AFD3).

“The Series S CenTraVac chiller is the
first Trane centrifugal chiller to include
these innovative design elements, driving
its performance to stand above all others,”
said Al Fullerton, Chiller Product Business
Leader for Trane North America. “The Se-
ries S chiller responds to a building’s vary-
ing needs for cooling, providing customers
with low impact to their bottom line.”

The compressor design is optimized to

precisely match load requirements and op-
erating conditions across a wider range. As
a result, the Series S chiller is capable of
the highest full-load efficiencies to mini-
mize the electrical infrastructure and re-
duce the impact of demand-based charges
and real-time pricing during peak periods.

The design also delivers the highest
part-load efficiencies to drive lower over-
all electrical consumption charges. Finally,
its industry-leading integrated part load
value (IPLV) can easily meet ASHRAE
90.1 part-load efficiency requirements.

The AFD3 also contributes to the effi-
ciency and reliability of the chiller. The
AFD3 is a fully integrated variable-speed
drive that works with the permanent mag-
net motor and Tracer AdaptiView™ unit
controller to continuously optimize chiller
efficiency through compressor speed and
guide vane position. 

Unique to the industry, the Trane true
24-pulse drive produces low harmonic dis-
tortion levels that meet the stringent re-
quirements of IEEE 519. Its rugged design
also means the AFD3 can effectively han-
dle electrical dips, surges and other imbal-
ances to maintain reliable chiller operation
on any utility power source.

“This chiller represents all
that our customers expect from
a CenTraVac chiller— superior
performance, industry-leading
reliability and the lowest total
cost of ownership,” said Tom
Gorman, Product Manager for
Trane CenTraVac chillers. “Ad-
ditional design features enable faster and
easier installation in existing buildings,
with minimal disruption to the building
and its occupants.” 

The design philosophy of the Series S
chiller has been focused on the demanding
requirements of replacement and retrofit
applications, and is ideal for a wide variety
of building types and sizes—both new
construction and existing buildings—in-
cluding educational institutions, health fa-
cilities and government buildings.

The compact design enables the Series
S chiller to fit through standard commer-
cial double doors: 72" wide by 80" tall. It
also utilizes a bolt-together design that al-
lows the chiller to be easily disassembled
in the field when access to the mechanical
room is tighter. 

Retrofit applications can also be sensi-
tive to the noise generated by the equip-

ment. The Series S chiller provides the
lowest sound levels in its class—typically
less than 75 dBA—making it a solution for
sound-sensitive applications.

The industrial oil-free design of the Se-
ries S chiller utilizes new technologies that
deliver reliable operation over the life of
the chiller. The balanced impeller config-
uration allows for near-zero thrust loads on
the compressor’s hybrid ceramic bearings,
a bearing system which has been proven
through more than a decade of successful
field operation.

Trane stands behind the Series S
chiller’s reliability by offering the same
10-year parts, labor, and refrigerant loss
warranty that’s already available on all
CenTraVac chillers—100 percent backed
and fulfilled by Trane, not a third party.

To learn more, visit www.trane
.com/SeriesS. n

New Trane Chiller Blends Energy Efficiency, 
Compact Design, Easy Installation 

Retail connection services company
Acumera released Fuel Connections Serv-
ice, a remote connections and monitoring
service to improve fuel inventory and com-
pliance management for fuel marketers and
wholesale distributors in late May. 

Acumera’s Fuel Connections Service is
now being offered as a freestanding solu-
tion for fuel marketers to remotely monitor
and receive alerts about fuel inventory at
company-owned and at customer sites via
the AcuVigil™ Dashboard. Marketers can
also securely pull fuel inventory and alert
data into proprietary inhouse and third-
party fuel management systems. 

“In today’s volatile fuel market, it’s im-

portant to get accurate, up-to-the-minute
data and provide secure visibility to appro-
priate parties across the supply chain,” said
Acumera Vice President of Sales and Mar-
keting Tom Yemington. “Acumera pro-
vides the means of reliably connecting fuel
monitoring devices to business intelligence
systems so decision makers can use the
data to drive profitability and efficiency.”

The Fuel Connections Service is also
being offered to Acumera’s current con-
venience store customers who are using
Acumera’s PCI-compliant C-Store Con-
nections package and want to connect their
fuel monitoring system to the AcuVigil
Dashboard. As a part of this service, mar-

keters and retailers can receive text and
email alerts to enhance store operations
and monitor issues, such as outages, water
in the fuel or low fuel inventory levels. 

The Fuel Connections Service connects
serial or Ethernet automatic tank gauges
(ATGs) directly to an Acumera Merchant
Gateway. For marketers not already con-
nected to Acumera’s network, three low-
cost WAN options are available. One is
managed broadband, where Acumera re-
searches, provisions, and manages the in-
stallation of the optimal broadband for a
given location and passes through carrier
charges at cost for billing transparency. An-
other is bring your own broadband, where

marketers can supply their own broadband
connectivity at the site. The third is man-
aged cellular broadband, where marketers
can leverage Acumera’s managed cellular
services and data pooling capability to con-
nect fuel monitoring equipment to the cel-
lular network, independent of the site
owner/operator network.

Designed with convenience store 
operators and fuel marketersin mind,
Acumera’s Fuel Connections Service pro-
vides reliable access to ATG fuel levels,
environmental data, and water alarms via
the AcuVigil Dashboard and via third-
party fuel management systems and 
services, such as TelaPoint. n

Acumera Introduces Fuel Connections Service for Marketers and Jobbers

Best Sanitizers, Inc. announces its new trio
of BrandStand dispenser stands. This inno-
vative new product combines a marketing
and promotional component with a portable
hand sanitizing system. 

The portability of BrandStand allows
prime placement in high traffic areas. The
new adjustable stand provides hand sanita-
tion and a point of contact for businesses to
communicate with customers. Designed for
use in a multitude of industries, BrandStand
can be used for promoting in-store specials,
corporate messages, cross promotions, rev-
enue generating sponsorships, and more. 

“The possibilities for BrandStand are
endless,” said Ryan Witt, Best Sanitizers’
Vice President of Sales and Marketing.
“This dual-function product gives busi-
nesses a way to fight the spread of illness
while promoting products or events at the
same time. It is a great product for restau-
rants, fast food chains, hotels, grocery
stores, big box stores, universities, and any
other high traffic indoor environment.” 

Each BrandStand uses a VersaClenz
Touchless Dispenser and Best Sanitizers’
Smart-San® hand sanitizer cartridges in
your choice of four popular styles: spray,

foam, alcohol-free foam, and gel. 
BrandStand is available in three differ-

ent styles for a variety of customers. The
BrandStand Video features an 8" LED
screen, which plays full-motion video
with audio and looped JPEGs. The
BrandStand Video is ideal for the com-
pany that requires a more dynamic mar-
keting presentation. The BrandStand
EZ-Change has an 8.5" by 5.5" acrylic
sign holder that allows for quick and easy
signage changes. Businesses can use any
color printer to keep their messaging
fresh and focused. The BrandStand Stan-

dard comes with its own permanent in-
structional signage and is perfect for busi-
nesses that need convenient hand
sanitation for customers and employees.
To learn more about BrandStand visit
www.gobrandstand.com.

Since 1995, Best Sanitizers, Inc. has
manufactured and provided high-quality
hand soaps, hand sanitizers, surface sanitiz-
ers, wiping systems and dispensing options
for the Food Processing, Food Service, 
Janitorial/Sanitation and Healthcare indus-
tries. For more information on Best Sani-
tizers, Inc., visit www.bestsanitizers.com. n

Gilbarco Veeder-Root Partners with Odysii to Launch Impulse Upselling Platform
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Clorox Professional Products Company
found through surveying both patrons
and cleaning professionals that three in
four American consumers are disgusted
by urine odors and urine stains in public
restrooms but that cleaning professionals
report little satisfaction with existing
products to tackle these issues. Com-
bined with the fact of the more than two-
thirds of consumers would refuse to
patronize a business with bad restrooms
more than half said they would write a
bad review online – a review that accord-
ing to research from Harvard Business
School can have a 5 to 9 percent effect
on business revenues, which can trans-
late to lower profits.

To help address this, Clorox Profes-
sional Products Company introduces
Clorox® Urine Remover, a new and inno-
vative product specially formulated to ef-
fectively remove stains and break down
urine to quickly remove – not just mask
– odors. The product does not contain
bleach and is intended for use on porous
surfaces such as grout and concrete, and
soft surfaces like mattresses, carpet and
upholstery and is an excellent pre-treat-
ment for laundry and bedding. 

“Urine presents one of the toughest
jobs in cleaning commercial facilities
and it demands a smart and effective
way to solve,” said Jen-
nifer Case, marketing
manager, Clorox Pro-
fessional Products
Company. “We listen
carefully to our cus-
tomers and the chal-
lenges they face
and are commit-
ted to providing
product solutions
grounded in con-
tinuous innova-
tion and a
century of knowledge and experience 
to help tackle the most difficult 
restroom problems.”

Urine odor comes from naturally oc-
curring microorganisms and uric acid
crystals. Clorox Urine Remover uses hy-
drogen peroxide to eliminate 
odor by destroying uric acid crystals and
breaking down the cell structure of 
naturally occurring sources of odor. It 
removes stubborn stains quickly with 
the stain-lifting power of surfactants 

and solvents.
“The locker rooms at our stadium

often smell bad, even after we’ve
cleaned them,” said Zach Walter, oper-
ations manager of a metropolitan-area

minor league baseball team.
“This product really solved the
problem – it eliminated odors
that had persisted for months
and also helped with stains in
urinals and toilets.”

Clorox Urine Remover is
also tough on other fluids and
solids such as vomit, feces,
pet stains and grease. The
product is ideal for use by
cleaning professionals in

classrooms, hotels, long-term care facili-
ties, locker rooms and high-traffic rest-
rooms. Clorox Urine Remover ships in
late April 2013 and is available in two
sizes: a 32 oz. spray bottle and a 128 oz.
refill bottle with a built-in spray nozzle for
big jobs.

For more information about Clorox
Urine Remover or to find the solution 
for your tough job, visit www.clorox
professional.com/products/clorox-
urine-remover. n

New Clorox Urine Remover 
Tackles the Toughest Restroom
Urine Stains and Odors

One Source Specialties Introduces Shelf
Stalkers Unique In-Store Advertising 
One Source Specialties, LLC, a division
of One Source Industries, LLC, a
provider of global supply chain managed
solutions for point-of-purchase displays,
product packaging and promotional pro-
grams, recently announced its latest in-
store marketing innovation: Shelf
Stalkers™. Shelf Stalkers easily attaches
to shelves in big-box stores, convenience
stores and food retailers, providing an at-
tention-grabbing and highly effective
point-of-purchase advertising format.

“Shelf Stalkers is the latest and greatest
marketing tool to hit stores. Adhering to
the shelf with strong neodymium magnets,
it can go straight from the box to the shelf
without any hardware and can easily be
moved and repositioned,” said Joe Baksha,
President and CEO of OSI. “While prod-
ucts in stores are often difficult to see from
the ends of aisles, Shelf Stalkers ads are
parallel to shoppers’ line of sight. This po-
sitioning, combined with two graphic
statements on each display, provides max-
imum exposure for brands and enables
shoppers to quickly locate products.”

Shelf Stalkers are available in four dif-
ferent styles and sizes, including a ver-

sion that holds the same graphics as
OSS’s cooler-door advertising tool, Cool-
Ads™ handles. This makes it easy for
brands and stores to dis-
play the same ad both in
the cold and warm sec-
tions of the store. In ad-
dition to different sizes,
Shelf Stalkers are also
available with LED
lights that grab con-
sumers’ attention as
they approach the prod-
uct. Motion sensors are
used to conserve energy
and save battery life. 

“There’s nothing like
Shelf Stalkers in the market today. The
durability, ease of assembly, and effective-
ness in capturing consumers’ attention and
driving sales truly sets Shelf Stalkers
apart,” said Rik Ports, National Sales Ac-
count Manager and Designer for OSI.
“Ads and graphics are also easy to inter-
change and update as needed, making
Shelf Stalkers an ideal space for retailers
to use as a shelf-promotion tool or as a rev-
enue generator by renting the space to con-

sumer product companies.”
One Source Specialties, one of the na-

tion’s premier producers of award-winning
point-of-purchase dis-
plays, custom packag-
ing solutions, and
promotional pro-
grams. OSI services
include strategic
input, planning, con-
cept, design, sourcing,
manufacturing, test-
ing, assembly, pack-
aging, installation,
measurement, ware-
housing, fulfillment
and logistics, as well

as promotional products. In addition to its
Irvine, Calif., headquarters, other company
facilities are located in Bentonville, Ark.;
Chicago, Ill.; Memphis, Tenn.; New York
and Hong Kong. 

For more information, please visit:
www.onesourceind.com or www.one-
sourcespecialties.com.

For Shelf Stalkers photos, please visit:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/vollrathpr/
sets/72157633486457129. n

Xylem Advances 
Beverage Dispense
Technologies 
Xylem Inc., a water technology company
addressing the world’s water issues, in-
troduced its Flojet brand. The Flojet
brand was the feature of the company’s
presentation at this year’s National
Restaurant Association show; the presen-
tation launched two new products and
showcased a host of others that rein-
forced energy efficiency and progressive
beverage dispense technologies for vari-
ous applications.

“We’re excited to introduce two new
beverage dispense products to the market
this year that will help restaurant owners
and operators increase efficiency while re-
ducing total cost of ownership and sup-
porting bottom line growth,” said Peter
Wright, Director of Global Product Man-
agement, Specialty Products for Xylem’s
Applied Water Systems business unit

Flojet, a Xylem brand, recently un-
veiled the BevJet Compact beverage dis-
pense system, designed for tight spaces;
and V-Jet series rotary vane pump heads
for specialty carbonation or hot beverage
service. In addition to these product
launches, Xylem will display its broad
range of pumps for syrup, juice, water,
and alcohol that shorten dispensing time
and reduce waste.

The BevJet Compact distributes liquids
such as water, wine, and non-pulp juices,
and is ideal for applications requiring fre-
quent line changes, including soft drink
dispensing. The concentrated design
makes it easy to install in cabinets, carts or
any under counter application, underscor-
ing its flexibility for drink stalls and small
restaurant operations. 

V-Jet series rotary vane pump heads are
low flow, high-pressure positive displace-
ment units used in beverage carbonation,
water dispense and boosting, and coffee
applications. The pump heads are engi-
neered to combat the most common main-
tenance and service issues in a
wear-resistant plastic body. 

“Xylem created these products to help
professionals stay ahead of the fast-
paced restaurant and hospitality indus-
try,” Wright said. “Proprietors are
looking for beverage systems and spe-
cialized solutions that can be customized
to fit their ever-changing needs. The
BevJet Compact is optimal for the spa-
tial constraints presented by today’s din-
ing architecture. The V-Jet series pump
head offers a smooth-running solution
that drives balanced carbonation or hot
drink applications.” 

Other Xylem highlights include quality
control and food safety products, such as
precision thermometers, data loggers, and
fat oil monitors. 

To learn more about Xylem’s Flojet 
beverage pumps visit www.flojet.com. n
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Customer-facing payment systems inter-
face with point-of-sale ordering systems
tailored to QSR and casual dining markets
began the integration of VeriFone’s cus-
tomer-engagement acceptance systems
with XPIENT’s IRIS point-of-sale (POS)
software to provide intuitive ordering and
payment solutions for the quick service
and fast casual restaurant segments.

IRIS is a cost-effective, easy to use, in-
finitely flexible POS application that is
readily adaptable to quick service, fast ca-
sual, family or casual dining businesses.
By utilizing IRIS integrated with Veri-
Fone’s customer-facing payment accept-

ance systems, restaurant operators will be
able to improve efficiency and provide pa-
trons with an engaging and convenient ex-
perience. With VeriFone’s VeriShield
Protect end-to-end encryption technology
and EMV-capable acceptance systems,
restaurants will be prepared to adapt to
changing security mandates and the up-
coming liability shift accompanying im-
plementation of EMV requirements.

“Utilizing VeriFone systems with XPI-
ENT IRIS provides an enhanced service
for patrons and fully secure payment ac-
ceptance solution for restaurant opera-
tors,” said XPIENT President and CEO

Christopher Sebes.
Restaurant operators, integrators and re-

sellers will be able to pair XPIENT IRIS
with VeriFone’s multimedia-enabled MX
915 and MX 925 systems to deliver real-
time order confirmation, combined with
marketing content and prompts for addi-
tional item selection suggestions. The Ver-
iFone VX 820 PIN pad provides a secure,
yet more traditional customer payment
point integrated with IRIS.

“Consumers increasingly demand both
convenience and an engaging experience
at the point of sale,” said Jennifer Miles,
president, VeriFone Americas. “VeriFone’s

VX Solutions and MX Solutions provide
new opportunities to leverage XPIENT’s
software to more dynamically engage cus-
tomers and prepare for a new era of EMV
payments.”

IRIS POS affords unlimited options to
support distinctive business requirements.
Uniquely configurable touch screen tech-
nology speeds employee training and per-
formance as well as optimizing order
accuracy and speed-of-service. All three
VeriFone systems support credit, debit and
EMV transactions, and include integrated
NFC/contactless technology for emerging
alternative payments and digital wallets. n

VeriFone and XPIENT Integrate POS Solutions for Restaurants

Blendtec®, a top manufacturer of high-end
blending equipment and Lancer®, a lead-
ing manufacturer of beverage dispensing
systems, have entered into a joint develop-
ment agreement and will be showing a
prototype of their first joint product offer-
ing at the National Restaurant Association
(NRA) show.

The new platform is an automated
blended ice beverage station for making
smoothies, frozen coffee drinks and other
beverages using refrigerated bag-in-box
(BIB) ingredients. This gives restaurants
and other foodservice operators a fast, ef-
ficient fully-contained system to expand
their menus with popular smoothies and
other frozen beverages. When released, the
beverage station will be commercially

available for a unit price of under $9,000
with qualifying volumes.

“Smoothies are seeing tremendous
growth in the beverage category, and are
becoming a mainstream offering in fast-
food chains and restaurants,” said Reed
Beus, CEO of Blendtec. “We’re excited
to partner with Lancer to provide a com-
plete solution that lets chains offer high-
quality fruit and dairy-based drinks to
their guests.”

The new beverage station holds up to
eight different refrigerated BIBs, which
can include fruit purees, smoothie bases,
coffee and dairy ingredients, etc. The
unit will feature simple touchscreen con-
trols for selecting the flavor and size, and
the cabinet will have refrigerated storage

space for whipped cream and other add-
on ingredients. It will also have a built-
in jar rinsing station, jar storage, and cup
and lid dispensers.

“Efficiency and speed of service are pri-
orities for many chains,” said Luis Al-
varez, President of Lancer. “This blended
ice beverage station automates many of
the traditionally manual processes in-
volved in blending specialty drinks.”

Key features of the unit include that it
can store up to eight refrigerated BIBs,
uses all-natural fruit purees, syrups, coffee,
yogurt, etc. and has simple visual touch-
screen controls. It also can customize
drinks with onboard programming with a
powerful 15-amp Blendtec blender to han-
dle tough blends or add-ins, has a built-in

jar rinsing/drying station and 25-pound in-
sulated ice hopper, as well as refrigerated
storage for whipped cream and add-ins. 

Some other benefits are that the plat-
form: provides healthy, all-natural fruit
and dairy-based beverages; comes with a
fully contained system, simplifying instal-
lation and increasing speed of service and
drink consistency while also reducing
waste. The competitively-priced unit is ex-
pandable and customizable for future
menu items with simple controls to mini-
mize user error, and its no-tend operation
allows for multitasking. 

For more information go to
blendtec.com/commercial, or call
Blendtec directly at 800-BLENDTEC or
head to www.lancercorp.com. n

Blendtec, Lancer Team Up for 
Automated Blended Ice Beverage Station

Donper America, a recognized name and
strategic partner to those in the foodser-
vice and commercial refrigeration indus-
tries, debuted the BT7280— a new soft
serve machine. Designed for use in non-
traditional frozen yogurt arenas, the
BT7280 is the perfect solution for owners
of convenience stores, hotels and cafete-
rias looking to add froyo as an additional
revenue generator.

“Simplicity was key in designing this
machine,” said Raphael Doromal, Vice
President of Strategy and business devel-
opment at Donper America. “The BT7280
combines the classic power of our larger
floor models with the space-saving fea-
tures of a soft-serve countertop model. It’s
easy to use, clean and maintain, and packs
a powerful punch at nearly half the cost.”

Donper America’s new soft serve ma-
chine is suitable for full-service frozen yo-
gurt concepts and chains, as well as those
in the convenience and hospitality indus-
tries looking for new customer offerings

and incentives. Convenience stores are
bringing the machine in as an additional
revenue generator alongside frozen drinks
and other desserts. Likewise, its fully cus-
tomizable capabilities make it the pre-
ferred option in creating new spots for
frozen yogurt sales.

The countertop model features two in-
dividual hoppers and harnesses the ability
to twist the two flavors. Its user-friendly
digital control panel enables users to go
from setup to serving in a matter of min-
utes, while monitoring consistency and
mix levels to ensure smooth, creamy
product every time. With no complex
water systems required, the BT7280
maintains functionally through an air-
cooled system. Additional features in-
clude: a complete stainless steel
construction, a patented design stainless
steel beater, adjustable firmness levels,
and adjustable flow rate handles.

For more information about Donper
America, visit www.donperamerica.com. n

Donper America Unveils Soft Serve 
Machine for Non-Traditional Froyo Concepts

Building upon the success of the CR Series
downlights, Cree, Inc. introduces Cree®

Full Definition CR4™ and CR6™ down-
lights— the ideal luminaire to replace out-
dated incandescent four- and six-inch
recessed downlights. Featuring a warm-
white 2700K color temperature, dimming
and better than 80 CRI, the Full Definition
downlights are ideal for applications that re-
quire good light quality and low initial cost.

“The new Full Definition CR down-
lights cost less than fluorescent alterna-
tives and also use 20 to 30 percent less
energy compared to the outdated CFLs
they replace. With the low initial invest-
ment and good light quality, customers
should never need to install an outdated
fluorescent or incandescent downlight
again,” said Greg Merritt, Vice President
of Lighting at Cree. 

The breakthrough innovation combines
Cree’s latest advancements in LEDs and
driver design with full-system thermal and
electrical integration to virtually eliminate

initial cost barriers to LED adoption. The
new CR Full Definition luminaires can de-
liver payback against incandescent down-
lights in less than one year in many
installations and are offered at a price-
point that is up to 25 percent less than
Cree’s comparable 90-CRI products.

For customers who require a higher
CRI, Cree is also expanding the existing
CR Series LED downlights to include new
color-temperature and light-quality op-
tions. The CR Series now offers 3000-K,
3500-K and 4000-K color temperatures, in
addition to the existing 2700-K offer— all
featuring a CRI of 90 or more.

The Cree CR4 Full Definition downlight
delivers up to 575 lumens and the CR6 Full
Definition downlight delivers up to 625 lu-
mens. Both models feature 2700-K color
temperature and are dimmable to five percent
with most standard incandescent dimmers. 

The Full Definition CR4 and CR6
downlights are sold through Cree Lighting
sales channels and are available now. n

Cree Expands CR Series LED Downlights, 
Delivering Greater Application Coverage
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Eluo Ultra Compact Toothbrush
Cenoire’s Eluo Ultra electronic toothbrush makes it easy for those on-the-go to maintain
oral hygiene in a style all their own, while at work, traveling, or playing. Cenoire recently
announced its new stylish electronic toothbrush, the Eluo Ultra. The Eluo Ultra is a dual
frequency sonic toothbrush discretely disguised in a mascara compact case. The Eluo Ultra
now includes two speed variation selections. Users can select from a low frequency tongue
cleaning at up to 18,000 brush strokes a minute, as well as a high frequency tongue deep
cleansing, brushing at approximately 30,000 brush strokes. The compact toothbrush also
has a fuller brush head and is equipped with a tongue massager. Lightweight and compact
at only .9 oz. and less than seven inches, Cenoire’s Eluo Ultra is powered by AAA batteries
which keep the toothbrush up and running for 90 days. Cenoire’s Eluo Ultra sonic toothbrush
can be acquired through D&H Distributing.

Cenoire
www.cenoire.com

Novo Atomizer Facial Mist Spray
Cenoire’s Novo Atomizer Facial Mist Spray is designed for those on-the-go. Encased in
a sleek and compact design, the Novo offers the convenience of refreshing and mois-
turizing the skin throughout the day, whether at home or out and about. Using advanced
Nano Technology, water from the reservoir is atomized into nano particles, which can
be fully absorbed deep into the skin, leaving it feeling moisturized and more elastic. To
experience the Novo, users simply press the power button on the front and hold the at-
omizer 15 centimeters from the skin, allowing the mist to be absorbed in the skin for a
refreshed feeling. Cenoire’s Novo is also equipped with a four-minute auto shut-off fea-
ture, providing users with instant moisture for personal space. Cenoire’s 2.5 oz., 16.2 cm
Novo Atomizer Facial Mist Spray features a high capacity water reservoir for eight min-
utes of continuous use.

Cenoire
www.cenoire.com

“The Hangover” Recovery Shot
Hangover Joe’s is the exclusive producer of” The Hangover” Recovery Shot, the
official licensed product of The Hangover movie franchise and an anti-hangover
recover drink and hangover recovery product. Taken the morning after and fea-
turing a patent-pending blend of antioxidants, vitamins, and herbs, “The Hang-
over” Recovery Shot helps drinkers to overcome the day-after side effects of
alcohol consumption. Hangover Joe’s has also introduced a new two-pack ver-
sion of “The Hangover” Recovery Shot nationwide in grocery stores and chains,
and is partnering with McLane Company, Inc. and Core-Mark, two of America’s
largest convenience store distributors, and chain convenience stores and liquor
stores around the country, including Bradley’s in Colorado, Terrible’s in Nevada
and Arizona, and Allsup’s in New Mexico.

Hangover Joe’s 
www.hangoverjoes.com 

Gold Bond No-Mess Powder Spray
Gold Bond has been offering ways to beat the heat and stay cool and dry
for generations. Now, Chattem, Inc., the Consumer Healthcare Division of
Sanofi US, is introducing the same trusted brand in a new, no mess pow-
der spray that delivers the odor and wetness protection of Gold Bond
Powder in a convenient, easy-to-use spray. The continuous spray delivers
right where you want it, with a targeted stream different from the tradi-
tional powder. So whether you’re looking to stay cool and dry for peak
performance, or you just want to relieve and protect against odor, you
can count on Gold Bond’s triple action formula. The spray delivers the
odor and wetness relief of Gold Bond Powder in a convenient, easy-to-
use spray while providing triple action relief that cools on contact as well
as absorbs moisture and soothes skin. Available for $7.99 for a 7 oz. pack-
age, the spray comes in two versions: classic, which captures the feel,
relief and scent of the original, classic medicated powder, and fresh,
which is an update on the classic featuring the same feel and relief, but
with a light, fresh fragrance.

Gold Bond
www.goldbond.com

Kretek QuickWhite Teeth Whitening Spray
Kretek International Inc. has introduced QuickWhite Teeth Whitening Spray
from SprayWhite 90.  The simple spray applicator contains an all-natural so-
lution proven to whiten teeth four to five shades in only two 90-second appli-
cations. As a bonus, each QuickWhite kit comes with two free trial packets of
WOW (WithOut Water) Powder Oral Rinse—a simple and effective breath-
freshening and teeth-cleaning powder that not only kills bacteria and removes
plaque, but also removes the bio-film that holds bacteria against teeth. WOW’s
time-release action provides protection against germs and bacteria for up to
one hour. Its convenience makes it ideal for children, the elderly, handicapped
individuals, and others who may have difficulty effectively maintaining oral hy-
giene. QuickWhite is available in 12-count trays for countertop display, with
each kit packaged in a peggable blister card. WOW packets are currently
ready to ship in 100-pack counter bowls.

Kretek International Inc.
www.kretek.com

Reviver Reusable Clothing Wipes
Introducing REVIVER, the revolutionary new reusable clothing wipe that
instantly eliminates unwanted aromas on clothes and hair. REVIVER is a
technological breakthrough that makes it easy and convenient to stay
fresh and confident, anytime, anywhere. REVIVER is unlike anything on
the market and pioneers an entirely new category of consumer products.
Available nationwide, REVIVER offers a new approach to keeping fresh
on the go. Fast, effective and affordable, REVIVER lets you instantly re-
move lingering odors from smoke, food or pets— even staleness from
the gym, commute, or workplace. It’s easy to use: Simply slide the RE-
VIVER sleeve over your fingers and rub it against your clothes and hair
to release REVIVER’s odor-neutralizing compounds and leave behind a
just-laundered scent. You control the amount of freshness through the
length and pressure of the application. Each wipe comes in a resealable
foil packet and delivers multiple treatments, reducing time-consuming
trips to the dry cleaner or laundry and the resulting wear and tear on your clothes. The reusable wipes
are easy to keep in a purse, pocket, car, or desk, so you can get to wherever you’re going— fast, fresh,
and feeling confident.

Reviver
www.reviver.com 

Rohto Cooling Eye Drops
Rohto® Cooling Eye Drops is on a mission to help extreme fighters
and their fans fight irritated eyes with products like Rohto Cool, a
redness reliever eye drop and Rohto Hydra, for dry eye relief.
Rohto Cooling Eye Drops provide instant cooling relief on contact
soothing your eyes for up to 8 hours. Rohto Cooling Eye Drops
provide fast-acting relief for irritated eyes.  Unlike ordinary eye
drops, Rohto’s Freshkick™ technology delivers an intense fresh-
ness that soothes and comforts eyes for up to 8 hours. Rohto
Cooling Eye Drops are much more than an eye drop— they’re
truly an experience. Get fast cooling relief. Rohto Pharmaceutical
Co., Ltd was founded in 1899 in Osaka, Japan, as a small family
drugstore. The company was a pioneer in the over-the-counter medicines and consumer healthcare
products. Fifty years later, it is now the 2nd largest consumer health company in Japan, establishing its
position as a world leader in manufacturing and marketing pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, skincare and
healthcare products.

Rohto Pharmaceutical Company, Ltd.
www.myrohto.com

Xyloburst
XyloBurst features natural xylitol rather than sugar and aspartame so
that consumers can use a product without artificial sweeteners or
gluten. The xylitol that is in XyloBurst acts like sugar with both its look
and its taste but also provides lower calories and carbs— 40 percent
and 75 percent fewer respectively. But the most important part of xyl-
itol is that it’s a natural ingredient already produced by your own body
and many other things found in nature with a short list including plums,
berries and mushrooms. XyloBurst products can also help with your dental health. Xylitol-sweetened
gums have been linked to prevention of tooth decay and plaque as well as overall dental health when
paired with good personal oral hygiene and regular dental visit, accoridng to a 2006 study.

Xyloburst
www.xyloburst.com 
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Orville Redenbacher’s® Gourmet® Pop-
corn, a brand of ConAgra Foods, Inc., has
introduced new Pop Crunch™, a ready-to-
eat popcorn snack. Bursting with crunchy
flavor, Pop Crunch is air popped for half
the fat of leading brand of regular potato
chips. Four satisfying Pop Crunch flavors
allow you to snack smart, without sacrific-
ing taste.

Made with whole grains, Orville Reden-
bacher’s Pop Crunch is a great option for
anyone looking for a delicious, feel-good
snack– whether it’s for packing a lunch or

grabbing an afternoon snack on-the-go. The
sweet and savory collection of flavors in-
cludes Brown Sugar Cinnamon; Cheddar
and Caramel Mix; White and Sharp Ched-
dar; and Parmesan Herb Mix. Pop Crunch
is also ideal for snackers seeking a gluten-
free option.

“We know consumers looking for a
better for you snack don’t want to sacri-
fice delicious taste,” said Daniel Marple,
Vice President and General Manager for
Orville Redenbacher’s popcorn. “Pop
Crunch delivers a satisfying grab-and-go

snack that is full of flavor but lower
in fat, and continues Orville Reden-
bacher’s history of offering premium
popcorn.”

Orville Redenbacher’s popcorn has
satisfied snack lovers for decades, and
Pop Crunch is the latest in a long line
of popcorn innovations. Last year Orville
Redenbacher’s introduced its first ready-to-
eat gourmet popcorn, while the award-win-
ning Pop Up Bowl® gives microwave
popcorn lovers an even more convenient
way to enjoy their favorite snack.

Pop Crunch gourmet popcorn retails
for $1.29 for a 2.1 oz. bag and $2.99 for
a 5 oz. bag. For more information on
Pop Crunch and the rest of Orville 
Redenbacher’s ready-to-eat, microwave
and kernel popcorn, visit
www.orville.com. n

Orville Redenbacher’s Gourmet Popcorn 
Introduces New Crunchy, Ready-to-Eat Pop Crunch

Dietz & Watson, which offers premium
meats and cheeses, created a new line of
seven fully cooked All Natural Chicken
Sausage varieties that offer something
to please just about every palate. Made
from fresh, never frozen chicken and
using old-world family recipes prepared
in small batches, these sausages contain

no fillers, extenders or MSG and are
certified gluten free by the Celiac Sprue
Association. They are all 100 percent
pork free.

Bold, assertive flavors in this new All
Natural line include spicy, tangy Buf-
falo Style, hot, powerful Jamaican Jerk,
delicious Mediterranean notes in the

Asiago & Spinach, classic Italian,
Tomatillo Salsa Santa Fe Style, down-
home Andouille and Oktoberfest Black
Forest Chicken Brats.

“We are very excited about this addi-
tion to our All Natural product mix,”
said Louis Eni, President and CEO of
Dietz & Watson, and grandson of com-

pany founder Gottlieb Dietz. “We work
hard to keep on top of consumer trends
and we think this new line couldn¹t be
timed better.”

To go along with this robust new line
comes vibrant new packaging too. The
new items come in 12 oz. packages con-
taining four sausages each. n

Dietz & Watson Debuts New Collection of Ready-Serve Chicken Sausages

AdvancePierre Foods, a purveyor of both
snacks and full meal options, offers con-
sumers a variety of options that fit into the
needs of the c-store channel.

AdvancePierre Re-Introduces Its 
Classic Patty Melt Panini Sandwich
AdvancePierre Foods introduced the Clas-
sic Patty Melt sandwich to its line of Pierre
Panini Style Melts™, meaning the tradi-
tional grilled diner sandwich is back by
popular demand. Previously sold under the
Pierre Grillers™ line, the Pierre Classic
Patty Melt offers the traditional diner
sandwich favorite in a microwaveable for-
mat. The patty melt features a flame-
broiled beef patty topped with melted
American cheese and sautéed onion strips,
served up on grilled rye bread that is
crisped in the microwave using a propri-
etary microwave susceptor sleeve.

“Sandwiches continue to grow in popu-
larity, and while AdvancePierre Foods is
always looking to create new kinds of
sandwiches to meet market trends. We re-
alize that consumers also demand the clas-
sic, nostalgic products they grew up with,”
said Tony Schroder, President of Conven-

ience Channels for AdvancePierre Foods.
“Our new Pierre Classic Patty Melt is not
only easy to prepare, but also offers con-
sumers the hot, cheesy indulgence they
crave at only 300 calories per sandwich.”

Pierre Panini Style Melts not only pro-
vide variety, but also allow convenience
store and vending consumers the flexibil-
ity of heat-and-eat convenience for a hot,
fresh sandwich experience.

AdvancePierre Foods is a leading sup-
plier of value-added protein and handheld
convenience products to the foodservice,
school, retail, club, vending, and conven-
ience store channels. The company makes
and distributes a full line of packaged
sandwiches, fully cooked chicken and beef
products, Philly-style steak, stuffed
chicken breasts, and bakery products.
Headquartered in Cincinnati, Advan-
cePierre Foods employs 4,500 people and
operates processing facilities in Ohio,
Oklahoma, Iowa, Maine, and North and
South Carolina, with bakeries in North
Carolina and Oklahoma. 

Focus on Quick Foods for Micro Markets
“AdvancePierre Foods is constantly

watching industry and consumer trends to
develop new products that will meet our
customers’ needs and the demands of their
consumers,” said Tony Schroder, President
of Convenience Channels at Advan-
cePierre Foods. “We are pleased to offer a
wide variety of products for use in Micro
Markets that will help to maximize our
customers’ sales while reducing their
waste. We will continue to develop addi-
tional products and packaging to further
support the needs of Micro Markets.”

Many vending managers have found Ad-
vancePierre Foods’ products to perform
well in the new Micro Market retail format.

“We recently opened a Micro Market at
a community college and AdvancePierre’s
Hot ‘n’ Ready sandwiches account for 40
percent of sales there. The Hot ‘n’ Ready
line allows for a wide variety of “heat-and-
eat” products that nicely supplement the
fresh food items,” said Jeff West of Can-
teen Berks/West Dairy. “AdvancePierre’s
butcher-wrapped items present well in the
Micro Market because people are more
likely to associate freshness with the
butcher paper wrap.”

AdvancePierre recommends approxi-

mately 55 select items across more than 10
of its product lines for sale in Micro Mar-
kets, including BIG AZ®, Drive Thru™
Deluxe, Hot ‘n’ Ready®, Pierre™ Panini-
Style Melts and Pierre minis™. At the
NAMA OneShow, AdvancePierre is offi-
cially launching the new BIG AZ Ba-
conAddict Cheeseburger, which is available
for both Micro Markets and traditional
vending. The BaconAddict will satisfy
bacon-loving consumers with its juicy,
oversized flame-broiled beef patty that is
sandwiched between two layers of bacon-
infused American cheese and topped with
more bacon. Served up on AdvancePierre
Foods’ delicious hearth-baked yeast roll, the
BaconAddict Cheeseburger delivers a hot,
fresh meal experience from the microwave.

“AdvancePierre has done a great job in
the vending industry and the quality of
their sandwiches has helped keep sales
high. The breakfast sandwiches have been
a huge hit—AdvancePierre’s Egg &
Sausage Croissant and Egg & Cheese
Croissant are the best sellers in the mar-
ket,” said Ken Foley of Foley Foodservice. 

For more information, visit www
.advancepierre.com. n

AdvancePierre Pushes into Ready-To-Eat Market
with Panini Sandwiches, Micro Market Offerings
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VeriFone Systems’ new payment systems
and software enable acquirers and ISOs to
support the traditional, mobile and alterna-
tive payment needs of today’s small mer-
chants with a new countertop, portable and
mobile payment systems and mobile POS
software designed to meet the unique busi-
ness needs of acquirers and ISOs.

The need for future-proof solutions con-
tinues to grow as EMV migration looms,
consumer interest in mobile wallets and al-
ternative payments increases, and mer-
chants look to leverage the power and
flexibility of mobility mobile inside and
outside the physical store. VeriFone is com-
mitted to delivering EMV and NFC-capa-
ble solutions that meet the unique needs of
each channel partner, and the evolving
needs of their merchant customers.

New Payment Acceptance Systems
VeriFone’s new, future-proof payment ac-
ceptance systems include several different
systems for retailers. 

A new version of the popular EMV-ca-
pable, the VX 520 that features a 3G op-
tion, a vivid LCD color display and
provides an improved user experience for
merchants through a new 5-way naviga-
tion button and icon-based apps. A
portable, EMV-capable system that lever-
ages the industry’s fastest wireless com-
munication speed to help merchants serve
their customers and make the sale quickly,
inside or outside the store. The smallest
all-in-one, EMV-capable, wireless hand-
held payment device with durable con-
struction that makes it ideal for restaurants,
hospitality, delivery, transportation or

other business that thrives on pay-any-
where, pay-anytime convenience. An
EMV-capable, PCI PTS debit-approved
mobile payment acceptance solution that
securely turns smartphones, tablets and
other smart devices into a point of sale.
And a new entry-level device that can be
combined with the widely available VX
805 PIN pad to create an affordable EMV
migration path without compromising
speed or durability.

VeriFone also introduced a new solu-
tion that empowers acquirers and ISOs
to enrich their offerings with full-fea-
tured POS software previously only
available to large merchants. The chan-
nel-ready GlobalBay Merchant solution
is a software system for mobile tablets
that provides smaller merchants with the

same benefits that leading Tier 1 and 2
retailers enjoy with VeriFone’s Global-
Bay Mobile POS (mPOS). The solution
is ideal for supporting individual opera-
tors with 1-25 locations that need cen-
tralized access to and control of the
point-of-sale at each retail store.

“VeriFone is committed to enabling
channel partner success in a rapidly
evolving market by providing EMV-
capable, portable and mobile solutions
that meet merchant needs today and are
able to support the new requirements 
of tomorrow,” said Jennifer Miles, 
President of VeriFone Americas. “We are
focused on delivering certified, cus-
tomizable products and services that en-
able our partners to bridge traditional
payments and new innovations.” n

VeriFone Enables Channel Partner Success with 
New EMV-Capable, Portable and Mobile Payment Solutions

Checkpoint Systems—a supplier of shrink
management, merchandise visibility and
apparel labeling solutions for the retail in-
dustry—announced that it is launching
MetalPoint™ HyperGuard™, a new digi-
tal, software-driven solution that detects
the most common tools such as foil bags
or magnets used by organized retail crime
groups to shoplift in stores.

With the latest Global Retail Theft
Barometer showing an increase in losses
associated with organized retail crime,
affecting 47.5 percent of retailers glob-
ally, the MetalPoint HyperGuard was
developed based on specific retailer
feedback and gives loss prevention

managers an additional tool to help
identify potential shoplifters as soon as
they enter the store.

The MetalPoint HyperGuard has three
detection capabilities: foil bag detec-
tion, magnet detection—already avail-
able in stores—and metal cart/trolley
detection, all of which run concurrently
to improve alarm reliability and deter
organized criminals from using tactics
to avoid detection.

A number of features help enhance the
capabilities of the MetalPoint HyperGuard
software solution. For example, advanced
digital 3D-sensing technology detects
metal in either foil-lined bags or magnets

and determines if a potential shoplifter has
entered the store and by which
entrance/exit. Metal shopping carts are
also identified as such and no longer de-
tected as a threat, thereby reducing the
number of false alarms. Now store associ-
ates will receive a signal that an individual
carrying a common shoplifting device has
entered their store, allowing them to take
the necessary precautions to avoid poten-
tial thefts.

MetalPoint HyperGuard can be in-
stalled as a sleek, stand-alone pedestal
alongside existing radio frequency elec-
tronic article surveillance EAS anten-
nas, acting as a visual deterrent against

organized retail crime gangs or seam-
lessly integrated into Checkpoint’s
EVOLVE family of antennas.

Farrokh Abadi, Checkpoint Systems’
President and Chief Operating Officer of
Shrink Management Solutions, said,
“The new MetalPoint HyperGuard tech-
nology enhances EAS detection, en-
abling retailers to identify potential
shoplifters as they enter stores. The so-
lution will help retailers improve the
availability of high-risk merchandise on
the shelves and ensure a better shopping
experience for consumers.”

The MetalPoint HyperGuard is avail-
able immediately. n

More Than 42 Percent of Surveyed Female Coupon Users Prefer SMS-Based Promotions

Financial incentives and mobile-based fi-
nancial-management tools could increase
consumers’ use of smartphones as pay-
ment devices, according to an Accenture
survey of 4,000 smartphone users in the
United States and Canada.

More than half of respondents who cur-
rently use their smartphones to make pay-
ments said they were highly likely to pay
by phone more often if they could use their
phone to track receipts (cited by 60 percent
of respondents), manage their personal fi-
nances (56 percent), or show proof of in-
surance (56 percent) or of a valid driver’s
license (54 percent).

More than half of those who currently
make mobile payments also said they
were highly likely to pay by phone more
often if they were offered: instant
coupons from retailers when buying by
phone (cited by 60 percent of respon-
dents), reward points stored on their

phone for future purchases at the store
(51 percent), coupons that could be au-
tomatically stored on their phone (50
percent), or preferential treatment like
priority customer service (50 percent).

The same value-added tools and in-
centives could increase the adoption of
mobile payments among non-users. For
instance, about one in three non-users
said they would be more likely to use
mobile payments if they could use their
phones as proof of insurance or to track
receipts (each cited by 32 percent of re-
spondents). And about one in five non-
users said that they would be more
likely to use mobile payments if they
received a preferential treatment at re-
tailers or coupons for future purchase
that could be stored on their phones
(cited by 21 and 20 percent of respon-
dents, respectively).

“Our survey reveals that current users

and non-users alike can be incentivized to
use their smartphones to make mobile pay-
ments through rewards for usage or other
value-added tools such as receipt track-
ing,” said Jim Bailey, Managing Director
and Head of Accenture Payment
Services in North America. “As consumers
expect their smartphones to improve and
simplify their lives, financial institutions,
merchants, mobile network operators and
technology providers should consider in-
corporating new mobile payment applica-
tions to encourage broad adoption as
quickly as possible.”

The survey also found that security
concerns are the greatest barrier to con-
sumer adoption of mobile payments,
with 60 percent of respondents who do
not use their smartphones for mobile
payments citing security concerns as a
reason for not doing so. Both privacy is-
sues and the convenience of using cash,

checks or credit cards were the next-
most-mentioned reasons, each cited by
37 percent of respondents.

“While the industry is preoccupied
with the technology roll-out for mobile
payments, we found that consumers are
still very concerned about security and
privacy issues,” said Matthew Friend,
Managing Director of Accenture Pay-
ment Services. “In addition, a significant
number still don’t see the convenience
and value of using their phones to make
payments. For mobile payments to
achieve widespread adoption, consumers
must be educated about the fact that mo-
bile payments are secure and more con-
venient than other payment options.
While persuading current users to be-
come more regular users is clearly im-
portant, getting people to use this
technology in the first place is the
biggest challenge the industry faces.” n

Accenture Survey Identifies Actions to Increase Consumer 
Adoption of Mobile Devices as Payment Methods
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YooLotto debuted its free lottery-man-
agement application—one that stores
and tracks individual lottery information
and notifies winners within minutes of
drawings – available for download for
both iOS and Android devices. YooLotto
has partnered exclusively with 7-Eleven,
Inc., for its launch, offering coupons and
other deals for lottery ticketholders who
redeem their tickets in the convenience
retailer’s franchised and company-oper-
ated stores.

Created by co-founders Eric Yoo and
Elmer Cha, YooLotto makes getting real-
time drawing results simple. After down-
loading the free YooLotto application to
their iOS or Android device, players pur-
chase their lottery tickets and take a pho-
tograph of the tickets with their
smartphones. 

YooLotto’s patent-pending technology
takes care of the rest. Whether the player
wins $10 or $10,000—or didn’t buy a win-
ning ticket that day—YooLotto uses GPS
technology to direct players to the closest
participating retailer to collect their win-
nings or try their luck again. Through mo-
bile coupons and promotions, every
notification received creates awareness of
deals offered in convenience stores. Cur-
rently supporting Powerball and Megamil-
lions games in Texas, YooLotto is planning
a national roll-out for the multi-state
games later this year. 

Lotteries are not only big business but
also part of the cultural fabric of the
United States. Some 57 percent
of Americans play the lottery at
least once a year, and of those,
70 million own smartphones.
But sadly, hundreds of millions
of dollars in lottery winnings—
including a $4.1 million Texas
jackpot in 2011—go unclaimed
each year because players mis-
place or forget to check their
tickets. Last year, nearly $53
million went unclaimed in the
Lone Star state.

“We wanted to use technol-
ogy to make the process of keeping track
of lottery tickets easy and more conven-
ient, while at the same time reducing the
amount of players leaving money on the
table,” Yoo said. “We also felt it was im-
portant to reward people for frequent play
- for believing in the possibility of that
life-changing jackpot. That’s why we’re
partnering with 7-Eleven and other brands
sold inside 7-Eleven to give lottery players
great deals on their favorite products so
that every ticket is a winner.”

Jesus Delgado-Jenkins, 7-Eleven’s Ex-
ecutive Vice President for Merchandising,
Marketing, Logistics and Innovation, be-
lieves working with YooLotto is an ideal
way for the company to strengthen its re-
lationship with lottery players and to help

grow its share of the $4.1 billion lottery
pie in Texas.

“This partnership not only al-
lows us to reward lottery players
for redeeming their Texas
Powerball and Megamillions
tickets at 7-Eleven stores with
exclusive deals and coupons,
but it also establishes 7-Eleven
as the lottery destination in
Texas,” Delgado-Jenkins said.

YooLotto is the first applica-
tion from Yoo and Cha’s E
Squared Technologies, Inc., and
was among 10 products in-
cluded in the 2012 class at Tech

Wildcatters, a Dallas-based, business-to-
business start-up accelerator.

“We have literally hundreds of appli-
cants each year for our 12-week mentor-
ship program,” said Stewart
Youngblood, Program Director at Tech
Wildcatters. “And while a great idea and
solid business plan are clearly prerequi-
sites, ultimately people invest in people.
That’s what makes YooLotto so special.
Eric and Elmer have the right dynamic
internally, with investors, with our staff
and with mentors. We chose them be-
cause we believe in their concept and in
them. I’m confident YooLotto will be a
huge success.”

For more information or to download
the free app, visit www.yoolotto.com. n

Yoolotto Lottery Application 
Launches First In Texas, Partnering 
Exclusively With 7-Eleven Stores

Latest Research From iMomentous Gives Employers Valuable 
Insight on Engaging an Increasingly Mobile Workforce
iMomentous, delivering a highly scalable
mobile talent technology platform that en-
ables companies to recruit, retain, and en-
gage their talent, announced earlier this year
the release of its latest white paper, “How
to Build a Mobile Talent Strategy,” focusing
on the rising use of mobile technology in
the workplace and how it can be used to im-
prove communication with all talent.

Today’s job seekers increasingly search
for and apply to positions on their mobile
devices, which has created the need for a
mobile-optimized career site to attract a
wider range of candidates. But an effective
mobile talent strategy should go beyond re-
cruiting; the rising use of mobile devices
presents employers with a new opportunity
to engage their current employees.

“How to Build a Mobile Talent Strat-
egy” highlights the framework organiza-
tions can take to develop a comprehensive
and effective approach to engaging both
current and prospective employees
through their mobile devices. 

According to the white paper, there are

four main steps to take to develop an ef-
fective mobile talent strategy. 1) Opti-
mize: The first priority is to optimize all
content for mobile devices, with touch
screen-friendly navigation, a minimized
amount of data entry and geolocation to
provide location-specific content. 2)
Connect: Through push-and-pull tech-
niques, such as text messages, QR codes,
and mobile advertising, the organization
can drive traffic, generate longer visits
and attract repeat visitors. Additionally,
gaming and assessments allow employ-
ers to determine the level of quality of
their candidates and see how they fit in
with company culture. 3) Engage: Native
apps can be used to engage talent
through a rich user experience and build
real talent communities. By inviting em-
ployees and job seekers to share the same
app, functionality can be segmented by
user type, and the mobile device be-
comes the system of engagement for all
talent. 4) Integrate: To ensure success, in-
tegration with the existing technical in-

frastructure is essential. Job feeds, social
media sites, cloud applications, and
back-end systems such as Applicant
Tracking and HCM platforms will need
to be integrated with the mobile strategy.
Additionally all links should detect a mo-
bile device and redirect the user to an op-
timized experience.

“As mobile technology continues to play
an increasing role in both personal and pro-
fessional activities, the companies that neg-
lect to include mobile in their recruiting and
talent management processes will be at a
serious disadvantage,” said Ed Newman,
vice president of Strategy for iMomentous.
“Although developing an effective mobile
talent strategy takes some effort, our new
white paper shows the basic framework that
is needed and the steps organizations can
take to engage all talent through their mo-
bile devices.”

iMomentous has made “How to Build a
Mobile Talent Strategy” available for
download at www.imomentous.com/mo-
bile-talent-strategy. n

PDI Unveils New 
Web-based Product
PDI is joining iControl Systems to intro-
duce a new supply chain solution.

The PDI Supplier Portal, which is pow-
ered through Harmony by iControl, will en-
able convenience retailers and their suppliers
to exchange pricebook item, cost, promotion,
and invoice information in real time.

PDI President Greg Gilkerson said his
company is excited about the new business
relationship and its potential impact on the
industry. “Automating the exchange of in-
formation between retailers and Direct Store
Delivery (DSD) suppliers is one of the last
great hurdles to Doing Business Electroni-
cally. We are proud to work with iControl to
deliver this powerful solution to our cus-
tomers and eventually, the entire conven-
ience store industry,” Gilkerson noted.

In addition to performing pricebook syn-
chronization functions, the PDI Supplier
Portal will handle regulated payments for
alcohol purchases, allowing retailers and
suppliers to transact business while main-
taining full compliance with state and fed-
eral regulations. The cutting-edge SaaS
technology also facilitates scan-based trad-
ing (SBT) which minimizes vendor check-
in labor and uses data to collaboratively
reduce shrink and increase sales by improv-
ing inventory stock positions.

“PDI is a highly respected leader in the
convenience sector that has been providing
world-class solutions and services to their
customers for 30 years,” said iControl Co-
CEO Tal Zlotnitsky. “We are addressing a
problem that is widely recognized as a
huge challenge to convenience store oper-
ators and their supply chain. In collabora-
tion with PDI, we have the solution to
solve this problem swiftly, profoundly, and
elegantly. We look forward to a highly suc-
cessful relationship.”

During the two-day conference, PDI also
unveiled a much-anticipated addition to its
core software offering. As the newest suite
in PDI/Enterprise, PDI/Workforce will help
supervisors improve productivity and effi-
ciency through effective time and labor
management. PDI/Time Clock, the first
completed module in the suite, is already
fully operational in several companies.

“PDI/Workforce offers a sleek, web-
based architecture that’s unlike anything
we’ve ever designed before,” said Jim
Wade, PDI Vice President of Development.
“It’s simple yet powerful design not only
streamlines the software deployment
process but also provides intuitive controls
that require minimal training for our cus-
tomers. We spent the last several years de-
veloping this product, and we couldn’t be
more pleased with the final result.”

This year’s Idea Exchange was held at
the Grand Hyatt DFW hotel and attracted
nearly 100 retailers and petroleum mar-
keters from around the country. The confer-
ence concluded on May 6.



Frito Lay Top N’ Go
Frito-Lay’s Top N’ Go™  product line tar-
gets convenience store customers looking
for a hearty, customizable on-the-go snack-
ing option. Inspired by Latin America’s 
Tostilocos trend, the Top N’ Go snack line
includes horizontal packages of Tostitos,
Fritos and Doritos chips that allow you to
add your favorite toppings directly in the
package. In-store, Top N’ Go snack displays
will be placed next to the chili/cheese and/or
condiment station so consumers can cus-
tomize their favorite snack chips with chili,
cheese, hot sauce or any other topping avail-
able at their favorite convenience store. With
tear notches and scored packaging along
each bag’s long edge, it’s never been easier
for customers to add their favorite toppings
directly in the bag. The Top N’ Go snack line
features Fritos Scoops! corn chips, available
nationwide in a 4.25 oz. package, Tostitos
Bite Size tortilla chips, available nationwide
in a 3 oz. package, Doritos Nacho Cheese
flavored tortilla chips, available in the east-
ern U.S. in a 3 oz. package and Doritos
Salsa Verde flavored tortilla chips, available
in the western U.S. in a 3 oz. package.

Frito Lay 
www.fritolay.com

Truvia Sweetened Low-Calorie 
Malibu Island Spiced Rum
The Truvia® business provides natural
sweetness to a new innovation in the
spiced rum category with the use of Truvia
stevia leaf extract in Malibu® Island
Spiced, the first lower calorie, spiced op-
tion to appear on retail shelves and in bars
and restaurants across the country. As the
global leader of stevia sweeteners, Truvia
brand offers a great, clean taste which
mixes seamlessly with Malibu’s signature
blend of Caribbean rum and coconut
liqueur with light spices, smoked vanilla
and cinnamon. As consumers pay greater
attention to the sugar content of beverages,
bars and restaurants are looking to provide
lighter alternatives to the classic, sugar-
based cocktail while maintaining great
taste. Truvia brand has helped meet this
demand on several fronts with the intro-
duction of new beverages like Malibu Is-
land Spiced as well as the launch of Truvia
Behind the Bar product for use in making
zero-calorie natural simple syrups. Mal-
ibu® Island Spiced, 30 percent ABV and
70 calories/serving, will be available in
1.75L, 1L, 750ml, 375ml and 50ml sizes
and will retail for a suggested price of
$16.99/750ml.

Truvia
www.truvia.com
Malibu Rum
www.maliburumdrinks.com 
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CandyRific’s Expanding Lines
CandyRific expanded its
offerings of Disney char-
acters with the new
Phineas & Ferb Fans and
Flashlights. Choose from
Phineas Flynn, his Eng-
lish stepbrother, Ferb
Fletcher or Perry the
Platypus characters sitting
atop a working fan or
flashlight. Each novelty
item includes .53 oz. of
microbytes candy. Sold
retail at $3.99 and shipped
in six, 12-count displays
per case, this is part of CandyRific’s many
offerings. CandyRific also has a new li-
cense with Warner Bros. and has created
the Superman Candy Fan. The candy fan
is the first of what could be more novelty
candy items for this icon in the future.
CandyRific sells candy and novelty prod-
uct combinations utilizing popular li-
censed brands.  Brands in CandyRific’s
portfolio include M&M’S® Brand, SKIT-
TLES® Brand, STARBURST® Brand,
Disney, Scooby-Doo, and Dreamworks.

CandyRific
502-893-3626 (select option 1)
www.candyrific.com

Sour Punch’s Chewy Soft Shell Punchies Candy
Sour Punch®, usually known for its straw
candies, is bringing its Punchies® charac-
ters to life in a sour, chewy, soft shell
candy. These wacky characters, visible on
the Sour Punch Straws package, are
formed into chewy, bite-size candy that
packs the perfect punch of fruity sweet and
sour. Punchies became available nation-
wide in June. With a playful character for
every personality, the new Punchies offer
a variety of five delicious flavors includ-
ing: Strawberry, Blue Raspberry, Green
Apple, Tangerine and Lemon in every
pack. The bite size candy will be available
in a 2oz. pouch, 3.5oz. theater box and
14oz. laydown bag, with suggested retail
prices ranging from $0.89-2.99. Punchies
is a product of the American Licorice
Company, producer of Red Vines®,
Snaps®, Sour Punch, Punchies, Super
Ropes® and Natural Vines® candy. 

American Licorice Company
www.americanlicorice.com

Lance Products
Lance® Xtra Fulls offer more peanut butter
filling for an extra satisfying snacking ex-
perience. The new sandwich cracker vari-
eties—made with real, whip-churned
peanut butter that is freshly-ground in
Georgia—offer up to 6 grams of protein
per serving. In addition to Xtra Fulls, con-
sumers will be treated to several Lance
product extensions. Lance Graham
Cracker Creations® with peanut butter or
chocolate filling are all-natural, premium
sandwich crackers made with crunchy,
slightly sweet graham wafers. Bringing a
zesty, new flavor to the snack aisle,
Jalapeno Cheddar Captain’s Wafers® add
a spicy twist to the well-known line of
light and flaky sandwich crackers. Choco-
late Nekot®—an expansion of one of
Lance’s most popular cookies—are choco-
late cookie sandwiches filled with creamy
peanut butter or sweet chocolate crème.
The new products will be available for
suggested retail prices ranging from $3.39
to $3.59 each. Like all Lance snacks, the
new products contain no high fructose
corn syrup, no preservatives, and 0 grams
of trans fat. 

Snyder’s-Lance
www.lance.com
www.snyderslance.com 

Caffeine Free Coke Zero
Featuring real Coke
taste and zero calories,
Coke Zero is now being
made available in an
option without caffeine.
The launch of Caffeine
Free Coke Zero is part
of a broader strategy
designed to make the
fast-growing brand
even more ubiquitous
and available to consumers at any time
throughout the day. Now, with the intro-
duction of Caffeine Free Coke Zero, the
company hopes that it has positioned Coke
Zero to be a big enough draw to span lim-
itless occasions. Caffeine Free Coke Zero
will begin appearing on shelves in super-
markets, drug stores and mass merchants
nationwide in mid-July, and will be avail-
able coast to coast in August. It will be
packaged in 12-packs of 12 oz. cans and
2-liter bottles. In addition, the company
will offer opportunities for people to sam-
ple the beverage before purchase. 

Coca-Cola Company
www.coca-colacompany.com 

Soda Shaq Beverages
from AriZona
AriZona Beverages
commenced a na-
tional roll-out of an
all-natural line of
cream sodas for the
summer. AriZona
Beverages, known
for big cans and big value, makes the part-
nership with the basketball icon a perfect
three-way fit. When Shaq tease-tweeted last
month about teaming up with AriZona Bev-
erages to create a line of cream soda drinks,
his favorite soft drink as a child, the response
was, well, huge—just like the big man him-
self. The Soda Shaq Cream Soda line comes
in four flavors including Vanilla, Blueberry,
Strawberry and Orange. Soda Shaq contains
no artificial flavors, colors or preservatives.
Made with real Madagascar Bourbon Vanilla
extract and pure cane sugar at only 90 calo-
ries per serving, Soda Shaq is putting up
some serious defense against competitors.
Fans can satisfy their sweet tooth without the
guilt from the very first clean and refreshing
sip. Soda Shaq is easily identifiable with a
big, bold can design featuring the many
moods of the basketball giant in true Shaq-
a-licious form. Each flavor comes in a vi-
brantly colored container, sporting one of
eight Shaq expressions ranging from profes-
sional to playful. The Soda Shaq line is avail-
able in 23.5 oz. cans at a suggested retail
price of 99 cents per can. 

AriZona
www.drinkarizona.com 

Mike’s Authentic Shandy, Smashed Apple and
Frozen Hard Lemonades
Mike’s Hard Lemonade Co. is venturing
into new categories, beer and cider, and
providing new ways for consumers to
enjoy its favorite Mike’s Hard lemonade®

flavors. Mike’s Authentic Shandy starts
with real Mike’s Hard Lemonade then
adds crisp golden lager. Rather than
adding lemon flavoring to beer, Mike’s
mixes in hard lemonade to guarantee a
taste that holds true to the original shandy
blend served in pubs and bars around the
world.  Another new category entry for the
company is mike’s hard Smashed Apple
Cider. This natural cider is traditionally
fermented with crisp Washington
apples,and is available in two varieties:
Crisp Apple, a juicy, tart beverage, and
Classic Dry, a more traditional cider. Both
varieties are available now in a 6-pack of
amber bottles. Crisp Apple is also avail-
able in a 16 oz. can for convenience stores.
The brand also delivered four popular fla-
vors of its lemonade now in frozen
pouches: Hard Lemonade, Hard Black
Cherry Lemonade, Hard Classic Margarita
and Hard Strawberry Lemonade. All are
available now and sold in single 10 oz.
pouches. 

Mike’s Hard Lemonade Co. 
www.mikeshard.com
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UPCOMINGEVENTS
WHEN WHAT WHERE WEBSITE

JULY

July 10-11 Pennsylvania Food Merchants Association and Pennsylvania 
Convenience Store Council Annual Food Industry Conference

Gettysburg Museum and Visitor Center
Gettysburg, PA

www.pfma.org

July 13-17 South Carolina Association of Convenience Stores Convention Location TBD
Hilton Head, SC

www.scacs.org

July 14-18 National Coalition of Associations of 
7-Eleven Franchisees Annual Convention and Trade Show

The Venetial Las Vegas Hotel & Casino
Las Vegas, NV

www.ncasef.com/program-pages/
national-convention-trade-show

July 16-17 Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers 
of America Summer Legislative Meeting

Westin Georgetown
Washington, DC

www.sigma.org

AUGUST

August 10-13 National Association of Chain Drug Stores Total Store Expo Sand Expo
Las Vegas, NV

www.nacds.org 

August 14-16 Hispanic Retail 360 Red Rock Casino, Resort and Spa
Las Vegas, NV

www.hispanicretail360.com 

SEPTEMBER

September 7-10
Colorado Wyoming Petroleum Marketers Association Snow King Resort

Jacson, WY
www.cwpma.org 

September 8-10 Philadelphia Candy Show Atlantic City Convention Center
Atlantic City, NJ

www.phillycandyshow.com

September 9-12 American Wholesale Marketers Association The Westin Kierland Resort
Scottsdale, AZ

www.awmanet.org

September 11-12 Southern Convenience Store and Petroleum Show Macon Marriott Centreplex
Macon, GA

www.gacs.com 

September 23-24 South Carolina Association of Convenience Stores TBD
Charleston, SC

www.scacs.org

September 23-25 Pack Expo Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, NV

www.packexpo.com

September 26-28 Vermont Food Industry Convention and Expo Miller Centre 
Essex Jct & So. Burlington, VT

www.vtgrocers.org/convention 

OCTOBER

October 12-15 The Association For Convenience and Fuel Retailing (NACS) Show Georgia World Congress Center
Atlana, GA

www.nacsonline.com/NACSShow

October 14-17 Process Expo McCormick Place
Chicago, IL

www.fpsa.org

October 23 Oklahoma Super Trade Show Cox Convention Center
Oklahoma City, OK

www.oklahomasupertradeshow.com



http://www.crunchiesfood.com

